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The trees were barren, blackened boughs twisting tortuously across the mouth of the cave, barring the path.
With a great sweep ofhis axe, a hulking man hacked the branches away, dead wood snapping easily under his blade.
The party advanced warily, moving slowly into the labyrinthine blackness. The large man went first, following the directions of
the slender young woman behind him. She murmured a continual low chant over a rune-covered crystal suspended in the bowl
of water she carried. She held it out in front ofher in both hands, her arms outstretched like a beggar seeking alms.
Beside her, a tall, mousy young man held a glowstone lantern high, giving her light to see the crystal
as it moved ever so slightly, guiding their way through the sprawling black depths.
Behind them, a second woman formed the rearguard, her bow at the ready, curved sword swinging.from her belt. A final turn
brought them to the mouth ofa giant cavern. Its ceiling and walls stretched into the darkness. The floor sloped up to a high
point in the middle of the cavern where a mighty blood-red column glistened in the faint light ofthe glowstone lantern. A huge
ghostly form hovered in the air at the foot of the column, tracing intricate patterns in the air with its clawed hands. Smoke and
eerie blue-white lights wreathed it in a milky fog. On the ledge at its feet lay a woman clothed in a sheath of thin white cloth.
The axe-bearing man looked over his shoulder at the woman with the crystal, and she gave him a reassuring nod.
The crystal was pointing directly at the girl on the floor. They had found her at last. The woman stepped around her companion.
As she spoke, her voice rang clearly through the empty darkness.
"Shadow Lord, "she called. "You have wrongfully taken one who is ours.
Return the woman to us, and we will leave you in peace. "
A low, hollow rumble shook the cavern walls as the Shadow Lord laughed. Abruptly, the dark corners of the cavern were no
longer empty. Claws skittered and boots clomped as creatures began to move about in the shadows. With a sigh, the lady
carefully placed the bowl of water on the ground. "You bring this on yourself" The air around her began to thrum with
energy and her companions retreated a few steps back.
"You should have listened, "she whispered.
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Summary of Compoqeqts
COMBATANT CARDS
This book contains all the
rules to play Middara.

These cards have the rules for all
the figures other than Adventurers.
Each Combatant card is doublesided. The front side of a
Combatant card describes all the
rules associated with that figure
while the back of the card
presents some lore and context.
See Combatants Pg. 54.

ADVENTURE BOOK
This book contains the
Adventure of Nightingale
and her friends.

DIAGRAM BOOK
This is a supplemental book
that contains all the Diagrams
for the Adventure Book, Crawl
Book, and Bounty Book.
See Diagrams Pg. 19.

DISCIPLINE CARDS
These cards represent various
Abilities Adventurers can learn.
There are 5 different Discipline
Trees: Assemblage, Cruor, Martial,
Sanctus and Subterfuge. See
Discipline Trees Pg. 34.

CRAWL BOOK
This book contains 5 different
Scenarios that can be played in
any order.

FAMILIAR CARDS
Familiar cards are a special type
of Discipline card. Adventurers
acquire a Familiar card when they
learn the Familiar Discipline from
the Assemblage Discipline Tree. See
Summoning Pg. 68.

BOUNTY BOOK
This book contains a Bounty
that can be played with any
Adventure you own.

PLASTIC FIGURES
Middara contains 44 plastic

ITEM CARDS

figures used to represent the
Characters and Combatants.

Item cards represent al I the gear
Adventurers can earn or buy.
These cards are separated by
Tiers: Mundane, Common,
Uncommon, and Rare. Item cards
also come in 6 different types:
Weapon, Armor, Core, Relic,
Accessory, and Consumable. See
Items Tiers and Types Pg. 2 7.

CUSTOM DICE
There are 17 custom dice
included in the game. These dice
are used when taking Actions
and making Skill Checks. They
are separated by color to denote
what dice a player uses when
making a roll.

ADVENTURER CARDS
When playing Middara,
players will take on the role of
Adventurers. When playing the
Adventure Mode, players will
be instructed to use specific
Adventurers. When playing
the Crawl Mode, players may
choose from any Adventurers
they own to create a party.
See Adventurers Pg. 25.
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COMBATANT LOOT CARDS
Combatant Loot cards represent
the items and Gold that Combatants
drop when they are Defeated.
Adventures will draw these cards
when they Defeat Combatants.
See Combatant Loot Pg. 55.

MONSTER LOOT CARDS
These cards represent items
that can drop from specific
Combatants. When a Loot
card instructs Adventurers to
draw Monster Loot, they take a
corresponding Monster Loot card
for the Combatant they Defeated.

INITIATIVE CARDS

TERRAIN TOKENS

Every figure has a corresponding
Initiative card. At the start of every
Encounter, players deal out an
Initiative card for each Adventurer
and Combatant in the Encounter.
Starting from the first card of the
Initiative Track, figures take their
turns. See An Adventurers Turn Pg.

The game includes a myriad of
double-sided Terrain tokens
that are used to add variety and
unpredictability to Encounters.
Each Encounter will dictate
which Terrain tokens are needed,
Otherwise, these tokens can be
kept in the game box. These tokens
come in 1 xl inch and 2x1 inch
sizes. See Tiles and Terrain Pg. 21.

38.

STORY CARDS
These are Items and Discipline
cards that are only available in
the Adventure Mode. These cards
cannot be acquired normally.
Instead, they must be earned during
the Adventure and are hidden
inside Hidden Card decks. When
playing the Crawl Mode, these
cards are not used and can be
kept in the game box. See Story
Disciplines and Items Pg. 13.

EXALTED ESPER CARDS
These cards are used by the
Exalted Esper Discipline in the
Assemblage Discipline tree.
See Summoning Pg. 68.

COMBATANT TOKENS
Some Combatants use specific
tokens that represent special
Abi I ities they may have.
These tokens are only used if their
corresponding Combatant card
is in the Encounter. These tokens
are always round and some have
special text printed on them.

EFFECT TOKENS
Some Abilities, Items, and
Combatants can Inflict Effects.
Effect tokens are used to keep
track of which Combatants and
Adventurers have been inflicted
with Effects. These tokens are
always square. See Effect Tokens
Pg. 74.

ABRAX]S CARDS
Abraxis is a mini-game played
using the custom dice that come
with the game. These cards are
only used when playing the
Adventure Mode. When playing
the Crawl Mode, these cards are
not used and can be kept in the
game box. See Abraxis Battle Dice
Pg. 70.

ABILITY TOKENS

Q!}ICK REFERENCE CARDS

DAMAGE TOKENS

These cards are used to remind
players about commonly used
Actions and Abilities in the game.
They also include a breakdown of
an Adventurer's turn.

Figures use these tokens to keep
track of how much Damage they
have been dealt. A figure who has
been dealt Damage equal to their
Maximum HP is Defeated. See
Damage and Healing Pg. 46.

Some Abilities and Items grant

Ability tokens. Ability tokens
are discarded when a figure is
Defeated, the Ability token is used
or when instructed to Restore
Adventurers. These tokens are
always round. See Ability Tokens
Pg. 74.

TILES
TIies are used to build the game
board for Encounters. The Tiles are
double-sided and contain artwork
that represent different areas in the
world. Each TIie has letters and
numbers associated with it to easily
identify the Tiles required during
the Encounter Setup. See Tiles and
Terrain Pg. 21 .

STAMINA POINT (SP)
TOKENS
During the Refresh Phase of a
player's turn, players receive
Stamina Point (SP) tokens.
These tokens can be spent to
take Actions and use Abilities.
Stamina Points are abbreviated
on many cards as SP.

ENCOUNTER TOKENS

HIDDEN CARD DECKS

Encounters have special tokens
placed on the board during
Setup and gameplay. These
tokens are al I considered
Encounter tokens. The rules for
each token are specified in each
Encounter's Special Rules. See
Playing Encounters Pg. 14.

These Hidden Card decks are
used to keep information hidden
from the players. They may
contain new, more powerful
enemies to fight or friends that
will help you on your journey.
They could also contain special
Items and Disciplines earned
while adventuring. Regardless
of what's inside, the Adventure
Book or Crawl Book will instruct
players when to Reveal the
Hidden Cards and what to do
with contents inside.

URGENCY TOKENS
These tokens are added to the
end of the Initiative Track under
various circumstances. If the
Adventurers ever add a 4th
Urgency token to the board,
they Lose the Encounter.
See Urgency Tokens Pg. 1 8.

TRACKER TOKENS
Middara has many special
rules. Some Encounters and
Abilities will require the players
to keep track of various things
such as Abilities that have been
used, figures that have been
marked, or what round it is in
the Encounter. These tokens are
used to help the players keep
track of these various special
rules as they occur.

CARDBOARD FIGURE
STANDUPS
Some Combatant cards in the
game are either represented by
Cardboard Figure Standups, or
use Cardboard Figure Standups
as part of their Combatant
card. These Standups have their
stats and Abilities detailed on
their corresponding Encounter
or Combatant card. These
Cardboard Standups fol low al I
the rules associated with their
plastic figure counterparts.

ADVENTURER TUCK
BAGS
These bags are used during both
Adventurer Mode and Crawl
Mode to help keep track of what
Items an Adventurer currently
has equipped or Stored in their
Pack as well as any Disciplines
the Adventurer may have

learned.

RED REVEAL DECODER
In addition to Hidden Cards,
Middara also hides text using
red reveal messages to keep
information hidden from players.
When players are instructed to
"read the hidden text", this red
reveal decoder is used to display
the text. See Hidden Text,
Pg. 18.
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0

1 Rulebook

0

1 Red Reveal Decoder

0

1 Adventure Book

0

1 0 Adventurer Tuck Bags

0

1 Crawl Book

0

0

1 Diagram Book

0

1 Bounty Book

0

17 Dice

79 Large Cards (5x6 Unique Sized)
4 Adventurers
5 Conduction Cards
5 Esper Summons
22 Intelligent Combatants
43 Hidden Cards

0

44 Miniatures

0

27 Colored Base Clips

0

40 Standups

0

36 Double-Sided Tiles

0

342 Tokens

0

348 Mini Cards (Mini American)
4 Familiars
145 Disciplines
45 Combatant Loot Cards
31 Initiative Cards
87 Upgrades
36 Hidden Cards

0

12 Tarot Cards
4 Quick Reference Cards
4 Exalted Espers
4 Abraxis Cards

0

405 Item Cards (Standard Euro)
325 Store Items
28 Unique Items
25 Monster Loot Cards
27 Hidden Cards

0

1 Large Hidden Card Deck

0

1 Medium Hidden Card Deck

0

1 Small Hidden Card Deck

*

Hidden Decks included in the itemized
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The way Middara is set up and played changes depending on the Game Mode the players decide to play. Regardless of what Game Mode is chosen,
Middara is, at its core, about completing Encounters. An Encounter can take anywhere from 30 minutes to 3 hours to play. Use the following to
determine which Game Mode is best for your gaming group.

CRAWLMODE

ADVENTURE MODE

In the Crawl Mode, players play through a chosen Scenario. The end goal
is determined by the Scenario the players choose. This Game Mode is
more akin to other dungeon crawl board games. There is no emphasis on
a narrative or serious choices to be made. The Crawl Mode is shorter, and
can be completed in sessions as short as a couple of hours. If your gaming
group is looking to test the waters of Middara before investing the time
into the Adventure Mode, we recommend starting with the Crawl Mode.
For more detailed information on how to set up and play the Crawl Mode,
continue Crawl Mode Pg 9.

In Adventure Mode, each player takes on the role of an Adventurer in an
elaborate, story-driven game. Players progress through the story using the
Adventure Book associated with that particular Adventure. In Adventure
Mode, Encounters separate segments of narrative. Winning or Losing
these Encounters can change the outcome of the Adventure, as wel I as
the direction the players might go. In addition, players will be called upon
to make Decisions that change how the Adventure unfolds. This Game
Mode takes a significant amount of time to play, but can be broken into
1-2 hour play sessions. This Game Mode, much I ike your favorite tabletop
role playing game, is designed to be played once a week with your
gaming group. For detailed information on how to set up and play the
Adventure Mode, continue to Adventure Mode Pg 10.

•

CRAWLMODE
The Crawl Mode is for those who want to play a game that focuses on killing monsters and gaining loot, without worrying about a continuing story.
When playing the Crawl Mode, players start by choosing a Scenario. There are 5 different Scenarios in Unintentional Malum:Act 1, each with a
different Rank associated with it. The Rank of the Scenario is determined by the amount of Gold and XP the Adventurers start the Scenario with. Higher
Rank Scenarios will give the Adventurers an increased amount of Gold and XP to compensate for the difficulty of the enemies they will be facing. If
this is your first time playing, we recommended starting with the Rank 1 Scenario, Cavern Fumigation.

CREATE ADVENTURERS
First, players must build 4 Adventurers using the chosen Scenario's
I isted XP and Gold. Adventurers may spend as much XP and Gold as they
would like on Disciplines and Items. Unless otherwise noted, players
may choose from all Disciplines in the game, but are only allowed to buy
Items listed in the Shop and Train section of the Setup.
See Buying Items and Learning Disciplines Pg. 24.

SETUP ENCOUNTER
Each Scenario will have different Encounters that are played through in
order to complete it. The Scenario will direct players to an Encounter
Setup Diagram with directions on how to begin.
See Playing Encounters Pg. 14.

START PLAYING
Begin playing the first Encounter in the Scenario. As you progress through
each Encounter you will Gain Gold, Items, and XP through defeating
opponents, looting treasure, completing Achievements, and through other
Special Encounter Rules.

ENCOUNTER REWARDS
Once you complete an Encounter you will be given a variety of additional
rewards. These rewards will change based on where the Encounter takes
place within the Scenario, but will generally consist of any number of the
following rewards:

•

RESTORE ADVENTURERS: Each Adventurer Restores.
See Restoring Adventurers Pg 18.

•

GAIN XP: Each Adventurer Gains the XP listed in the reward section.

•

SHOP AND TRAIN: Adventurers may spend as much Gold on Items
and XP on Disciplines as they would like. The Items that make up
the Store will be listed in the Scenario Setup of the Scenario being
played. See the Shop and Train section of Story Rounds Pg. 13.

•

CONTINUE: Players continue to the next Encounter or
Scene in the Scenario as I isted.

WINNING AND LOSING
The players win a Scenario when they reach the end Scene of the
Scenario, typically by successfully completing a number of Encounters. If
the players ever Lose an Encounter, they Lose the Scenario and all Gold,
Items, Disciplines, and XP Gained during the Scenario are lost.

EPIC DUNGEON CRAWL
If players would like a more epic Crawl Mode experience, starting as
a novice and growing their Adventurer as a force to be reckoned with,
players can keep track of their progress between Scenarios. The best way
to do this would be to start with a Rank 1 Scenario and after completing
it, move on to a Rank 2 Scenario, and so on. Players may never play a
Scenario of the same or lower Rank twice. However, skipping ahead to a
more difficult Scenario is allowed but could be deadly...

ADVENTURE MODE
To begin playing the Adventure Mode, players choose an Adventure to play. This game contains only one Adventure, Unintentional Ma/um: Act 1.
Adventure packs and future content will contain a wider variety of Adventures of various lengths.

HOW TO START

CONTINUING AN ADVENTURE

Players start on Pg. 1 of the Adventure Book. It's important that players do
not read ahead unless specifically instructed to. The Adventure Book will
guide players as they progress through the Adventure.

The Adventure Mode is not intended to be played in a single session.
Instead, it is intended to be played in 1-4 hour sessions over a long period
of time. When stopping between Encounters, players must keep track
of many variables. Players will be required to use the Adventure Sheet
to keep track of these variables. The Adventure Sheet is included in the
back of this Rulebook on Pg. 72. Players can also download a copy of the
Adventure Sheet for free at www.succubuspublishing.com.

SCENES
Scenes are sections of narrative that are read by the players between
Encounters. Every new Adventure starts with a Scene. The Scenes give
context to the characters and the world the players are experiencing as
wel I as detai Ii ng the story of the Adventurers. Players wi 11 read the Scenes
aloud so that all players will be able to experience what is happening in
the Adventure.

ADVENTURE MECHANICS
Occasionally, while reading through a Scene, players will be asked to
perform various tasks. These are called Adventure Mechanics. These can
be Skill Checks, Gaining new party members, adding Story Flags to the
Adventure sheet, or instructing players to continue to the next Scene or
Encounter. In short, Adventure Mechanics are special rules that players
must perform when instructed to. Adventure Mechanics are always listed
in a box so that players can easily identify them. Players must finish
performing a listed Adventure Mechanic before proceeding.

The Adventure Sheet is intended to keep track of all information between
play sessions. There is a spot for the name of the Scenario or Adventure
being played, the amount of Gold and XP the party currently has,
the Flags and Achievements the party has Gained, as well as slots for
information on each Adventurer.
The Adventure Sheet is used to record information for players to
continue the Adventure at a later date. Updating the Adventure Sheet
at the end of every gaming session is recommended.
In addition to the Adventure Sheet, separate Adventurer Tuck Bags are also
included in the game. Players will be able to store the Adventurer card,
Items, and Disciplines their Adventurer currently has in one easy-to-use
baggy. These Tuck Bags will be used to supplement the Adventure Sheet
as there is not a space to record this information. There is also a general
Party Tuck Bag (referred to in the game as the "party stash") for Items that
are not equipped by any Adventurer in the party.

WINNING AND LOSING

THE PARTY

The players win an Encounter when they reach a Win Condition. All Win
Conditions with be listed in the Encounter Setup of each Encounter. If
the players ever lose an Encounter, they read the Hidden Text under the
Lose Condition of the Encounter Setup. This Hidden Text will instruct the
players how to proceed. This will usually happen when all party members
are Defeated. Players still keep all the rewards they have Gained during
the Encounter such as Gold and Items. See End Conditions and Rewards
Pg. 14.

In Adventure Mode, players have access to an entire party, not just an
individual Adventurer. At the beginning of most Adventures, players will
have just enough Adventurers in their party to play with the minimum
amount of supported players (usually 4). However, as the Adventure
progresses, new Adventurers may join the party, while others may end up
leaving.

THE ACTIVE GROUP
Whenever players are instructed to, they must choose 4 Adventurers from
their party that form the Active Group.
The Active Group is the set of Adventurers the players are actively
using during Encounters. The Active Group can only be changed when
instructed to via Adventure Mechanics or Special Encounter Rules, most
often in the Story Round. See Story Rounds Pg. 13.
While not playing an Encounter, players may only exchange Items
between Adventurers during Story Rounds or when specifically instructed
to do so. When exchanging Items in this way, players may also exchange
Items in the Party Tuck Bag.
Otherwise, Adventurers may only trade Items by making a Re-Equip
Action during an Encounter. See The Re-Equip Action Pg. 48.

ADVENTURE MODE

CONTINUED

LEAVING THE PARTY

INJURIES

An Adventurer may leave the party under a variety of circumstances,
including death! When an Adventurer leaves the party under any
circumstance the Adventure Book will specify what to do with the Items
and Disciplines they have.

Injuries are an Adventure Mechanic that can occur when an Encounter is
lost, or when an Adventurer fails a Skill Check or makes a poor Decision.
To remember an Adventurer is Injured, mark the "Injured" check box on
the Adventurer Sheet.

UNSELECTABLE
Occasionally, a party member will become Unselectable via Adventure
Mechanics or Special Encounter Rules. This will usually signify a party
member that is no longer narratively present, but has not left the party.
When a party member is Unselectable they cannot be chosen as part of
the Active Group and may never trade Items with other party members.
However, when receiving rewards, the Unselectable Adventurer still
counts as a party member and will receive all rewards that each party
member Gains. To remember an Adventurer is Unselectable, mark the
"Unselectable" check box on the Adventure Sheet. If an Adventurer ever
becomes Selectable again, be sure to erase the mark on the Adventure
Sheet.

While Injured, an Adventurer may not be chosen as part of the Active
Group, but may exchange Items when all party members can exchange
Items. An Adventurer remains Injured until an Adventure Mechanic
dictates otherwise. Usually this will happen when the Adventurers get to
rest in the narrative.
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SCENE NAME:
U ni que name of t he Scene in the
Adve nture Book.

SCENE NARRATIVE:
''This looks like a good spot!" Remi tried to sound enthusiastic.
The cavern they had chosen to spend the night in had a ceiling
at least twenty feet up. Damp stalactites glittered in the light of
their glowstones, occasionally dripping water. Even so, most of
the floor was dry and flat enough to serve their needs.
11

1 like it." Rook gestured ahead with one meaty hand. "Only one
other way out. Should be easy to keep watch."

"We don 't have to stop!" Nightingale hurried past Remi into the
cavern. 11 Wouldn't it be sweet if we were the first team ever to
fini sh the MAST in just one day?
" Yeah ... " Zeke stopped right in the middle of the cave, sloughing
off his heavy pack. It dropped with a dull thud at his feet. "But we
won't. lf we tried to keep going without resting ... " he shook his
head. " Better to fini sh a little slower and keep all our limbs."

Remi needed no further encouragement to drop her pack, tossing
it to the ground. She closed her eyes, letting her massive wings
stretch and flex. It felt fantastic, at least until she felt them smack
something.

Rook then pulled out another set of tools, some sticks and tinde.
No shortcuts?" he asked wryly, holding the objects out toward
her.

11

Nightingale sighed. 11 Flint and steel counts as a shortcut, huh?"
Rook only smiled back.
11

11

Okay, fine. She said, swapping what she had with Rook. T
she got to work getting the fire started.
Remi frowned, thinking desperate ly of what she could do. The
other members of the team al I seemed to know each other
already, but they barely knew her name. She was determined
pu 11 her own weight th rough the rest of the MAST.

ADVENTURE ME

"Sure." Zeke was the last to separate, weapon in hand.
the rest of the cave, just in case."

Skill Check:
Make a Perception 10 Check with Zeke.

Sorry!" Remi blushed, retreating a little. 11 1didn 't mean to ..

11

ll succEss

11

Nah, it's nothing." Ze ke shrugged, wiping a feather off his cheek.
" It's better than being slapped by Night's tail."

If Zeke passes, Continue to Check out the Loot Pg. 9

11

1 haven 't done that in ages." Nightingale frowned at him. He
returned her scowl with a wide grin, and she turned away,
looking around. 11 Guess I'll start the fire ."

CIFAIL
If Zeke fails, Continue to Cozy Fire Pg. 10

11

1can help." Rook set his bag down at his feet, fishing around for
a few seconds before pulling out a set of flint and steel.

"I'd like to do it! " Nightingale said with excitement as she took
the tools from Rook. "The MAST is supposed to prepare us for
whatever Middara can throw at us. That means no shortcuts!"

eke walked the perimeter of the cave, scraping along the rock
with a wooden pole he'd taken from their camping supplies.
Where the gloom concealed, he used the pole to check for
danger. There was no way to guess what the proctors might try
to throw at them. Giant rats set loose into the camp while they
slept? Pipes to flood the cave? Whatever the Elenia Institute had
planned for them , Zeke intended to be ready.

Z

kicked gingerly at it, sending it rolling out of the op ·ng an
onto the floor in front of him without exploding, shoot,n
sending spikes at him through the floor.
He grinned, lifting the tightly-wrapped bund le of burlap and
holding it up for the rest of his team to see. "Hey everybody, I
found a care package!"
11

He didn't find any secret passages, hidden traps, or insidious
ways to torment them in their sleep. As he neared the end of the
sea rch, he struck a section of rough wall that thumped strangely
when he hit it just right. "Hey guys, I think there's something
here!" He called back, before dropping onto his knees and
feeling around the wall. After few seco , ~
ttle lever
give way under his touch.

\
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N ice work!" Rook called, not rising from his work around their
makeshift fire-pit. "They must have hidden some supplies like this
for the groups who actually pay attention."

Rewa rd:

The party Gains 4 random Mundane Consumables .
Continue to Cozy Fire Pg. 10

Zeke flinched, half expecting a tr
retracted from the wall, revealing

CHANICS:

Mec hani c appea rs,
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"I could set up the sleeping bags!" Remi looked down at1
little pile of supplies.

"Oww !" Zeke ye lped.
11
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ADVENTURE MODE

CONTINUED

FLAGSf::a

ENDINGS

As the Adventure progresses, Adventure Mechanics will occasionally
ask players to mark Flags on their Adventure Sheet. The Adventure Sheet
contains a section dedicated to marking these Flags.

Each Adventure in Middara will contain multiple Endings. An Ending is a
special Scene that ends the current Adventure. Most Ending Scenes will
result in a Game Over. When this occurs, players may simply try again,
or, if they'd rather, they may start the Adventure over from the beginning.

Flags are meaningful events that happen during an Adventure that can
change the course of the game. They vary in how they are added to the
Adventure Sheet, but typically they wi 11 occur based on how the players
performed during an Encounter or after a Decision has been made by the
players.
When an Adventure Mechanic instructs the players to add a Flag to their
Adventure Sheet, the players mark it down under the Flags section of the
Adventure Sheet.

For example:
~

New Story Flag:

Mark the Story Flag Ffl Experienced Guide to the Adventure Sheet.

STORY ROUNDS

BUILDING A STORE
The Store is the group of Item cards that Adventurers are able to purchase
during the Shop and Train Phase of a Story Round or when directed to

Shop and Train.
For example: The Store contains the following Items for sale:
•

ALL MUNDANE AND COMMON ITEMS

•

ALL MUNDANE AND COMMON ITEM UPGRADES

•

ANY ITEM UPGRADES PLAYERS HAVE MATERIALS FOR

•

1 RANDOM COMMON UNIQUE ITEM (LIMIT 1)

Most Stores will contain 1 random Unique Item. In this case, for the
random Unique Item, shuffle all Common Unique Items and draw from
the bottom.

A Story Round is a special Adventure Mechanic that typically occurs
when Adventurers narratively have a bit of free time on their hands.
During a Story Round players will be able to buy new Items, Item
Upgrades, and Disciplines for their Adventurers and embark on Side
Quests. Once players have decided to, they may continue to the next
part of their Adventure. Story Rounds consist of 3 Phases in the following
order:

1.

2.

SHOP AND TRAIN: During this Phase, players will create a Store
and spend their acquired Gold to buy Items and Item Upgrades. In
addition, Adventurers may spend XP to learn new Disciplines. Players
may also sell any Items (excluding Consumables, Monster Loot, and
Story Items) for Gold. Once Adventurers have spent all the Gold and
XP they wish to spend, they proceed to the next Phase. See Building a
Store Pg. 13.
EXPLORE (SIDE QUESTS): During this Phase, players may select from
a list of optional Side Quests. Each Side Quest can only be attempted
once. When completed, most Side Quests will return players back to
the Story Round and al low them to go through al I the Phases once
again. Once players have attempted all the Side Quests, or if they
choose not to attempt a Side Quest, they proceed to the next Phase.
Note: A Bounty is a special type of Side Quest that may be attempted
once in each named Story Round they appear in. See Bounties Pg. 13

3.

VENTURE FORTH: During this Phase, the players continue the
Adventure. Once players Venture Forth, they will no longer be able
to return to the current Story Rau nd.

STORY DISCIPLINES AND ITEMS
Some Adventure Mechanics give the players rewards such as Gold, XP,
or new Items and Abilities. Story Disciplines and Story Items are cards
that players can only acquire through Adventure Mechanics or Special
Encounter Rules of the Adventure they are part of. All of these cards are
found in Hidden Card decks at the beginning of an Adventure. These
cards should not be Revealed until specifically instructed to do so.
Story Disciplines are identified by the word "Story" in the place of where
their Level (LVL) and Tier would normally be. Story Items can never be sold
during the Shop and Train Phase and Story Disciplines may never be purchased

withXP.

#'IMPORTANT: Unique Items are not redrawn and will remain in
the Store throughout the entirety of any given Story Round. No other
Unique Items will be available for purchase until the next named Story
Round, even if the party decides to purchase this Item. This Item will
also not be available during an Encounter when drawing a random
Unique Item of the same Tier.

BOUNTIES
Many Story Rounds include the special Bounty Side Quest. A Bounty is
a set of Encounters that can be attempted during the Explore Phase of a
Story Round. Only 1 Bounty may be attempted each named Story Round.
Meaning, that if you own more than 1 Bounty, you still can't attempt
more than 1 during a Story Round.
Story Rounds will specify the Bounty that can be attempted based on its
difficulty rating. Players may not attempt a Bounty with a higher difficulty
rating than the Story Round allows.
Each Bounty has a difficulty rating listed to help players know if they are
ready to face the cha I lenge.

~

-;;I

- Easy Bounty: Common Items are recommended!

~~
-;;IQ

- Intermediate Bounty: Uncommon Items are recommended!

~~~
-;;,-;;,-;;,

- Hard Bounty: Rare Items are recommended!

-~~
-;;,-;;,-;;,-;;,

- Special Bounty: Optimized top end builds required!

Once a Bounty has been completed, Adventurers may never attempt
it during that Adventure again. If a Bounty is lost, players may try to
complete it again during the next named Story Round.

#'IMPORT~NT: Adventurers DO NOT keep Rewards earned or
Drawn from a failed Bounty. To earn rewards of any type, players must
successfully complete the Bounty in its entirety. If Adventurers fail
a Bounty, discard all rewards earned during the Encounter(s) before
returning to the Story Round.

______
P_la_y_in_g_E_n_c_o_u_n_te_r_s_ _ _ _ _~fl
SET_T_I_N_G_ U
_ P _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,?,~fl READING ENCOUNTERS
Whether playing the Crawl Mode or Adventure Mode, players will be
instructed to set up Encounters. When setting up an Encounter, read the
Special Rules of the Encounter and then go through the 4 Phases of setup
as follows:

1.

PREPARE PHASE: Each Adventurer removes their Used tokens from
their Per Encounter Abilities. All Defeated Adventurers or Adventurers
with more Damage tokens than half of their max HP remove Damage
tokens until they have Damage tokens equal to half of their max HP.
All Effect tokens are removed, and each Adventurer sets their Stamina
Points (SP) to their Stamina Point Recovery Value (usually 3).
#'IMPORTANT: Adventurers do not Gain SP during the
Refresh Phase of their 1st turn of an Encounter. See Phases of an
Adventurer's Turn Pg. 39.
For example, if Rook decides to spend 1 SP to DODGE an Attack
before his 1st Refresh Phase, he will not recover that SP on his 1st
turn.

#'IMPORTANT: Ability tokens are not removed during this Phase.
2.

PLACEMENT PHASE: Set up the Tiles according to the Encounter
Setup Diagram. Then, place al I Encounter tokens, Terrain tokens,
and figures as shown in the Encounter Setup Diagram. Adventurers
may choose to place their figures in any of the spaces marked as the
Starting Zone on the Encounter Setup diagram.

3.

DISTRIBUTION PHASE : Distribute the Combatant cards for the
Combatants listed in the Encounter Setup. This may be done in any
order; however, evenly distributing the Combatant cards so that each
player has a responsibility when it's not their turn is recommended.

4.

INITIATIVE PHASE: Players take an Initiative card for each
Adventurer and Combatant in the Encounter and shuffle them. The
players then deal the Initiative cards out to make the Initiative Track.
See The Initiative Track Pg. 38.

Now you're ready to play!
Read the Encounter Intro aloud.
Starting with the first Initiative card, figures take their turns. Continue
through the Initiative Track until an End Condition is reached.

In Middara, Encounters can be wildly different. Each Encounter contains
a unique Setup and Diagram, as well as a short Encounter Intro. Below is
a detailed guide on how to use and navigate an Encounter.

ENCOUNTER SETUP
Each Encounter uses its own unique combination of Terrain tokens,
Encounter tokens, and figures. The Setup box itemizes every component
required to set up the Encounter. See section Fin the Encounter Example
Diagram on Pg. 15.

END CONDITIONS AND REWARDS
Every Encounter has one or more End Conditions. As soon as one of
these End Conditions is reached, the Encounter immediately ends and the
players read the I isted Reward beneath the End Condition that was met.
End Conditions are not optional and happen as soon as their stipulations
have been met. This means that in section B, under Encounter Breakdown
Continued on Pg. 16, an Adventurer may not end their turn on the Blue
Exit without immediately ending the Encounter.
Some Encounters have multiple Win and Lose Conditions. These Alternate
End Conditions have their own separate Rewards listed.
Only one End Condition may be met in an Encounter.
Rewards from End Conditions are Gained immediately upon meeting
the End Conditions. After Gaining their rewards, players continue the
Adventure.

#'IMPORTANT: Make sure you read the rewards before cleaning up
the encounter. Some rewards might reveal new surprises that continue
the current encounter and even add new End Conditions.

SPECIAL ENCOUNTER RULES
Many Encounters have Special Encounter Rules. Special Encounter Rules
must be read before setting up the Encounter. These rules change how an
Encounter plays.

LOCATION TYPES
Each Encounter has a Location type Symbol associated with it listed in the
top right corner of an Encounter page. Currently these symbols have no
mechanical use.

UNDERGROUND

-

WILDERNESS

tr'i,

■

■

DUNGEON

cl_________E_N_C_O_U_N_T_E_R_B_R_E_A_I<_D_O_W_N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
ENCOUNTER NAME AND TYPE:

db

1_,

BOMBING THE SICI<LES

UNDERGROUND

The name of the Encounter and its
locat io n type sy m bo l.

ENCOUNTER INTRO:
A short narrat ive about t he Encoun te r.

NORTH ARROW:
The North A rrow shows the boa rd 's
or ientat io n.

THE STARTING ZONE:
These are the spaces t hat Adve nturers may
place t heir f igures in during t he Place ment
Phase of setup.

ENCOUNTER SETUP DIAGRAM:
V isual layout of t he Til es, toke ns, Startin g
Zo ne and Co mbata nts in the Encounter.

..

SETUP:

,--=.' i1 ' . . . .

>

:

't·

~ 11.,. ~

,,

, ,

' ., ...

Li st of compo nents required to set up thi s
Enco unter.

•

4\ "·

CONTINUE SYMBOL:
Some Scenes and Encounte rs w ill use
thi s to let playe rs know that t he Sce ne or
Enco unter spa ns more t han 1 page.

SETUP
TILES
UMl, UM3, UM9,
UMll, UM43

TOTEMS
1 x Blue
1 x Red

TERRAIN
2 x Long Water

1 xYellow

1

x Green

OBJECTIVES
1 x Blue

LOOT
EXITS
1 x Blue
1 x Red
FIGURES
6 x Cave Sickles

~---------E_N_C_O_U_N_T_E_R_B__A_I_<_D_O_W_N_c_o_N_T1_N_u_Eo_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
ENCOUNTER NAME:

BOMBING THE SICl(LES

CONTINUED

END CONDITIONS
WIN CONDITION:
An Adventurer ends their turn on
the Red Exit.

AFRAID OF FALLING:
Cave Sickles will not Jump over Dangerous
Terrain during this Encounter.

II BUG BOMB:

Reward:

Continue to Sickles Upon
Sickles Pg. 58

ALTERNATE WIN CONDITION:
An Adventurer ends their turn on
the Blue Exit.

If the Adventurer with the Bug Bomb
token is Defeated, place the token in the
space where they were Defeated. Any
Adventurer may make an Encounter Action
while on or adjacent to the token to pick
it up. If the token is placed in Dangerous
Terrain it is removed from the ame.

"'

•-a

UNDERGROUND

This is the name of the Encounter.

END CONDITIONS
When any of these End Conditions are
met, t e Encounter 1mme 1ate yen s.
The players read the hidden text to
determine their Reward before continuing
to the I isted page.

SPECIAL ENCOUNTER RULES:
These are rules specific to this Encounter.

TOTEMS:
When Adventurers draw Line of Sight to
a Totem, immediately read the hidden
text that corresponds to the color of the
Totem.

LVL: MUNDANE

Continue to Dank Grotto Pg.

LOSE CONDITION:
All Adventurers are Defeated, or the Bug
Bomb is removed from the game.
Reward:

~

When Adventurers activate a Loot token,
read the hidden text that corresponds
to the color of the Loot token. For
information on Loot LVL, see Pg. 1 7.

Continue to

TIPS:

Inexperienced in Extermination Pg. 53

Useful tips are listed throughout the
Adventure Book. Make sure to read them!

OBJECTIVES
Tl P: Multiple Exits
Some En counters have more than

1 Exit token. Different Exit tokens
lead to different Encounters. Use the
narrative to get an id ea of what Exit
tokens might lead where. Be careful
though, as some directions may make
things more difficult!

When Adventurers activate an Objective
token, read the hidden text that
corresponds to the color of the Objective
token. Objective tokens are only activated
when the Encounter instructs you to.

READING ENCOUNTERS

CONTINUED

TOTEMS

LOOT

Totems represent the unknown. Each Totem in an Encounter will
immediately activate when Line of Sight is drawn to it by any Adventurer.
Line of Sight has no Range Ii mit and can be drawn across the entire
board. When a Totem activates, players read the corresponding text
I isted for that Totem. The hidden text they read depends on the color of
the Totem they activated. After resolving this hidden text, the Totem is
discarded. The player then continues their turn unless the hidden text
instructs otherwise.

When a player activates a Loot token, they read the corresponding
text listed for that Loot token under LOOT in the Encounter Diagram.
The hidden text they read depends on the color of the Loot token they
activated. After resolving this hidden text, the Loot token is discarded and
the player continues their turn unless the hidden text instructs otherwise.

During Setup, specific Totems are placed face up. Sometimes, the
Encounter setup will instruct players to use random Totems. In these
cases, the tokens are placed face down and chosen at random so that the
players won't know which color they are until they are activated. Random
Totems are labeled as white.

OBJECTIVES

During Setup, specific Loot tokens are placed face up. Sometimes, the
Encounter will instruct players to use random Loot tokens. In these cases,
the tokens are placed face down and chosen at random so that the players
won't know the color of the Loot token until it is activated.

#'IMPORTANT: Adventurers can activate Loot tokens by making an
Encounter Action while adjacent to, or occupying the same space as,
the Loot token.
See Encounter Actions on Pg. 48.

LOOT LEVEL
The Loot LVL has a number of functions within Encounters.

Objective tokens represent a variety of different things found in
Encounters. These tokens can be very different from each other, both
mechanically and thematically.
Sometimes these tokens represent when and where events trigger. Other
times, they may be important objects that the players will need in order to
Win the Encounter. In either case, Objective tokens specifically say when
and how they activate in the instructions of the Encounter Diagram.
Players must activate Objective tokens when their conditions occur.
The ways these tokens activate vary. Sometimes it might be when an
Adventurer is adjacent to the token, other times it might be when an
Adventurer enters a certain Tile or Defeats a certain Combatant.
Whenever a player activates an Objective token, they read the
corresponding text listed under OBJECTIVES. The hidden text they
read depends on the color of the Objective token they activated. After
resolving this hidden text, the player continues their turn unless the
hidden text instructs otherwise.

#'IMPORTANT: Before taking the 1st turn of an Encounter, all the
players should understand when and how each Objective token in the
Encounter activates. If an Objective does not state when it activates,
then it may be referenced in the hidden text of another token.

Most importantly, it determines how the Combatant Loot Deck will be
setup during an Encounter. As players progress through the game, the
Combatant Loot Deck will be modified based on the Loot LVL indicated
in the Encounter Setup. This modification allows the party to Gain Gold
from Combatants proportionally to their progress in Middara. To see how
the Combatant Loot Deck should be setup based on Loot LVL, see Pg. 20.
When Gaining an Item as a reward during an Encounter, the Loot LVL
refers to the Tier of the Item Gained. See Gaining Items During An
Encounter Pg. 67.
When Gaining "random Consumables" as a reward during an Encounter,
the Loot LVL refers to the Tier of the Consumable Gained and all Tiers
below the current Loot LVL. So for example, if an adventurer gains 2
random consumables and the current Loot LVL is Uncommon, they'd
shuffle the Uncommon, Common, and Mundane Consumables before
drawing 2.
The Loot LVL also reflects the Tier of Item Gained from the Unique
Loot card and Item Loot Card found in the Combatant Loot Deck. See
Combatant Loot Cards Pg. 55.

READING ENCOUNTERS
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ACHIEVEMENTS

HIDDEN TEXT

Some Encounters have Achievements. These are special Rewards
players can Gain by doing something extraordinary. If an Achievement's
Condition is fulfilled, read the hidden text next to the Achievement. An
Achievement may only be completed once. Unless otherwise specified,
only the Adventurer who completed the Achievement Gains the Reward.
Many Achievements are difficult to accomplish and may require players
to have certain combinations of Abilities or Items to complete.
Included in the back of the Rulebook is the Adventure Sheet with an
Achievement checklist for players to strive to complete!

RESTORING ADVENTURERS
As an End Condition Reward, or more rarely as an Adventure Mechanic,
players may be instructed to Restore Adventurers.

Text is often hidden during Encounters to keep information from players
that needs to be revealed at a specific time. This is done using Red Reveal,
which is a process where green text is hidden behind a red screen. To
enable players to read the hidden text, included in the components is a
Red Reveal Decoder. When instructed to, simply hold the decoder over
the hidden text and read.

,#'IMPORTANT: Players should never read hidden text unless
they are instructed to.

Restoring Adventurers narratively represents down time where the
Adventurers can rest.
To Restore Adventurers, each Adventurer goes through the following
Phases.

1.

Remove al I Damage tokens.

2.

Un-Exhaust and Un-Flip all cards.

3.

Remove al I Effect and Abi Iity tokens.

4.

All Adventurers may trade Items as if they were adjacent and used a
Re-Equip Action. See Actions Pg. 40.

,#'IMPORTANT: Usually, Restoring is the only way during an
Adventure that players will Un-Flip cards, and heal naturally. If players
are not told to Restore Adventurers, they do not remove al I Damage
tokens or Un-Flip cards. For this reason, we encourage players to be
extra vigilant when looking for opportunities to Restore.

URGENCY TOKENS

HIDDEN CARD DECKS

~-·
Sometimes a Special Encounter Rule or Adventure Mechanic will instruct
players to Reveal Hidden Cards. These Hidden Cards come in three sizes,
Small, Medium and Large, and may contain a number of things, but the
point is, they are secret!
When instructed to do so, players will locate the listed Hidden Card by
searching through the top left corner of the corresponding Hidden Card
deck to locate the appropriate card.
For Example, an Adventure Mechanic may say "Reveal Medium Hidden
Card UM3". In this case, the players would search the top left corner of
the Medium Hidden Card deck and locate the card labeled UM3. The
Special Encounter Rule or Adventure Mechanic will then instruct players
what to do with that card.

,#'IMPORTANT: DO NOT Reveal any of the Hidden Cards until
instructed to do so.
Urgency Tokens represent the Adventurers' race against time. They are
used to keep the game moving and to prevent players from abusing
certain abilities.
At the end of a round in which no opponent had an Al Step with a true
condition, and no opponents were Spawned, an Urgency token is added
to the end of the Initiative Track. Passive Abilities used by opponents do
not count as a true condition when determining Urgency. This means that
even if there are opponents on the board, as long as they do nothing, an
Urgency token will still be added.
If the party ever Gains a 4th Urgency token, all Adventurers are Defeated.
Urgency tokens are removed at the end of each Encounter. To learn more
about Al Steps see Al Steps Pg. 58.

EXIT TOKENS

••

These tokens represent a way out of the Encounter. While not all
Encounters use them, many do. When an Adventurer ends their turn on
an Exit token, most Encounters will end. This will be listed as an End
. Condition.

READING ENCOUNTERS
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REMOVING COMPONENTS DURING THE GAME

DIAGRAMS

Sometimes Encounters will instruct players to remove something from the
game. When this happens, put the removed token, figure, or card in the
game box. It will no longer be used in this Encounter. This only applies to
the current Encounter being played.
•

Sometimes Encounters will instruct players to reference a Diagram to
reveal special hidden information or determine how things Spawn.

For example, if a Loot token is activated and an Adventurer is
instructed to remove it from the game, that Loot token wi 11 not be
available to Spawn if the Encounter reveals another random Loot
token at a later point. In this case, the random Loot token needed
would be drawn from the remaining Loot tokens instead.
•

Item Cards: All Item Cards not currently in an Adventurer's
possession or in the Party Stash are always available to be drawn
when you are instructed to draw a card from their corresponding
stack.

•

Permanent Removal: If a component is permanently removed from
the game, it will no longer be used and should be left in the game
box for the remainder of the Adventure.

When this occurs, players will consult the Diagram Book, regardless of
what Game Mode is being played.

SPAWNING
Encounters often instruct players to Spawn figures or other game
components. When players are instructed to Spawn a component, they
place the component on the space indicated by the text.
Combatants are the most common components that are Spawned. When/
a Combatant Spawns, players place the Combatant's figure on the table as
indicated by the text or diagram.
If a player Spawns a Combatant via a Totem or otherwise, and if the
Combatant's Initiative card is not in the Initiative Track already, that player
must roll the BLACK o.1ff or I) are rolled, place the Combatant's Initiative
card next on the Initiative Track after that player. For each• rolled, move the
Combatant Spawned an additional space down the Initiative Track.
If multiple different types of Combatants are Spawned simultaneously, that
player must rol I the BLACK O for each unique Combatant Spawned.
If a Combatant is ever ~?wned outside of a player's turn, a player must roll
the BLACK O. lff or g are rolled, place the Combatant's Initiative card first
on the Initiative Track. For each• rolled, move the Combatant Spawned an
additional space down the Initiative Track.
Some Combatants have multiple Initiative cards, usually Combatants
with the SWARM Tag. Spawn these Combatants in the same way as stated
above, rol Ii ng the BLACK O for each separate Initiative card.
Combatants Spawned in the ways stated above are always treated as
opponents.
If there are multiple spaces on which a component could Spawn, players
choose which space to Spawn the component on.

-----

#'IMPORTANT: If a player cannot Spawn a figure because the space
is occupied by another figure, it will Spawn on the nearest unoccupied
space instead.

#'IMPORTANT: When Spawning figures, players always start with the
lowest number figure available. For example, if Cave Sickle 2 & 3 are
already on the table and you are instructed to must two additional Cave
Sickles, you'd spawn Cave Sickle 1 and 4.

Encounter Tokens: Anytime an Encounter Token is removed from the
Game Board for any reason, put the removed token, figure, or card in
the game box. It will no longer be used in the current Encounter.

~--------C_O_M_B_A:_T__
T_L_o_o_T_D_E_C_I(_S_E_T_U_P_ _ _ _ _ _ _~
ITEM
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MONSTER UNIQUE

Item <Loot

Roll2 WHm G ·
4 -5 :Accessory
6 - 7 :Armor

8 - 10 :Relic
11 - 12 :Core
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LVL: COMMON
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X
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LVL: UNCOMMON
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LVL: RARE
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TILES AND TERRAIN
MOVEMENT AND TOKENS

•

All tokens other than Obstructing Terrain tokens can be moved onto.
Circular tokens, such as Exit tokens, Totems, Loot tokens, and Objective
Tokens do not block Line of Sight and can all occupy the same space as
figures, other circular tokens, or Terrain tokens unless otherwise specified
in an Encounter.

TERRAIN TOKENS

Terrain tokens are used to place different Terrain types on Tiles. These
tokens can be moved on to and interacted with by Adventurers and
Combatants as if they were printed on the TIie.
The differentTerrain types and the rules associated with them are listed in the
diagram below.

~ - - - - - - - - - - - T _ E_ _
IN_T_Y_P_ES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Terra in is an effect o n a Tile. Terrain may change things li ke movement and Line of Sight. However, its effects vary w ide ly.

~---------~
~---------~
~---------~ ~---------~
*
~---------~ ~---------~
:::::: HINDERING

OBSTRUCTING

-

• WATER

! DANGEROUS

-

-

• MUCK

SPECIAL

-

NORMAL: No spec ial effects. Normal Terrain ca n be rep laced by all types

OBSTRUCTING : Bloc ks all Line of Sight. Obst ru ct ing Terra in is not

of Terrain .

co nsidered a space and figures ca nnot move o n to o r t hro ugh it. No
effects ignore Obst ru ct ing Terrain ot her t han UNSTOPPABLE (see Tags Pg. 32 33). Ab ilit ies th at place Obst ru ct ing Terrain ca n repl ace all Terra in except
for Da ngerous Terrain .

HINDERING: Attacks made t hro ugh or into Hin derin g Terrain get -1 TO
THE ATK ROLL. Thi s effect ca nnot be app li ed more t han o nce. It costs 2
( MOVEMENT to leave a Hinderin g space. Ab ili ties t hat place Hinderin g
Terra in ca n o nl y rep lace Normal Terrain spaces.
WATER: Fi gures in Wate r may not DODGE . It costs 2 ( MOVEMENT
to leave a Water space. Ab ili ties that p lace Wate r Terrain ca n rep lace
Normal, Hinderin g and M uck Terrain . Wate r toke ns neve r have a Current.
MUCK: Figures in Muck mu st spe nd an add itio nal Stamin a Po int (SP) o n
all Act io ns and Ab ili ties t hat cost 1 o r more SP to use. Ab ili ties t hat place
M uck Terrain ca n o nl y rep lace Normal and Hinderin g Terrain .

DANGEROUS: Figures that end a turn in , end t heir move ment in, o r leave
a Da ngero us space are Defeated. To kens moved into a Da ngero us Terrain
space are d isca rd ed . Ab ili ties t hat place Da ngero us Terra in ca n rep lace all
Terrain except for Obstru ct ing Terrain .
SPECIAL: The effects of t hi s Terrain change depe nd ing o n the Encounter.
The rul es governin g these spaces are spec ified in the Spec ial Encounte r
Rul es of eac h Encounter.

TIL_E_S_AN
_ _D
_ T_E_RRAI
__N_c_o_N_T_IN_u_E_o_ _-----=<D}~

ELEVATION 1

ELEVATION 3

ELEVATION
Elevation is a change in height on the game board. When there is an
Elevation change, it is denoted with a dashed purple line and Elevation
box.
Figures cannot draw Line of Sight to a target on higher Elevation unless
the target is on the edge of the higher Elevation. If Line of Sight is drawn
through a space on different Elevation that is not the space the target
occupies, Line of Sight is blocked (See Example 1). A figure on a higher
Elevation may draw Line of Sight through and ignore all figures on a
lower Elevation.

·-·--'-·

There are 4 levels of Elevation. 4 is the highest and 1 is the lowest. Figures
may move between an Elevation change of 1 without penalty. For an
Elevation change of 2, figures may move to the lower Elevation normally,
but may not move back up to the higher Elevation. An Elevation change
of 3 prevents a figure from moving to the higher Elevation, and a figure
moving to the lower Elevation is Defeated. Figures with FLIGHT may move
between any Elevation change without penalty.
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Melee (0) Attacks and Break Attacks may not target a figure at an
Elevation change of 2 or more, but Ranged (<'J) Attacks may be made at
any Elevation change as long as the requirements of Line of Sight are met.
Flanking bonuses cannot be granted by a figure on a different Elevation
than the target.

Example 1:
Nightingale wants to Attack the Cave Sickle that is at Elevation 1. Since
she's on the edge of the higher Elevation (3), she has Line of Sight and can
make the Attack. The Animate is also on Elevation 1, but Nightingale's
Line of Sight is blocked since another space of the same Elevation is in
the way.

.,
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Example 1

CURRENTS
Sometimes, certain Terrain will have a Current. The direction of the
Current will be shown in the Encounter Setup Diagram.
Any figure that ends their turn in Terrain with a Current will move the
amount of spaces specified in the Special Encounter Rules in the direction
of the Current. Figures will not move around other figures or Obstructing
Terrain.
If the figure cannot move for any reason, then the figure is dealt
IRREDUCIBLE DMG equal to the spaces it was not able to move. If a

Current pushes figures to the Encounter's edge, the figure cannot move
and instead is dealt IRREDUCIBLE DMG.
#'IMPORTANT: Loot Tokens are also affected by Currents. These tokens
are moved at the end of every round. Make sure they don't get carried
away!

Example 2:
Zeke ended his turn adjacent to the Animate in the river. After ending his
turn, Zeke is moved down the river an amount of spaces equal to what is
listed in the Encounter Special Rules. In this Example, it's only 1 space.
If it was any more, the Current would send him over the edge of the
waterfall, Defeating him. Since this movement moves him out of a space
adjacent to an Animate, the Animate gets to make a Break Attack against
Zeke.
If Remi ended her turn here, the Current could not move her since she is
blocked by the Animate. Instead, she would bounce off the Animate and
be dealt 1 IRREDUCIBLE DMG for the space she was unable to move.

Example2
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TILE
A Tile is a single large boa rd piece t hat is combined w it h ot her Til es
to create t he game boa rd for an En counter.

SPACES
Each squ are o n the Tile makes up a space. Spaces are used for
movement, Ra nge and determinin g area effects.
EDGE
Unl ess co nnected to another Tile, t he edge of eac h Tile bl oc ks Line
of Sight and is impassa bl e.

NORMAL

OBSTRUCTING

TERRAIN
Some spaces have spec ial area effects ca ll ed Terrain (see Terrain
ty pes Pg. 2 1). Spaces th at co nta in Terrain have a co lored hatc hed
bo rd er surro unding the squ are as w ell as a small sy mbo l o n t he
space representing t he ty pe of Terrain .

}
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TILE NUMBER
Eac h Tile is identified by two letters fo ll owed by a number to
indi cate w hi ch game or ex pansio n it is fro m, as we ll as to ass ist in t:r
sett ing up En co unte rs. Fo r exa mpl e, Tile UM 1, for Unintenti o nal ~ 1
M alum, Tile 1.
\_

)( MUCK

_____
A_d_v_eq_t_u_r_er_s_a_n_d_I_t_em_s_____~fl
SETT_I_N_G_ U_P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,;,~fl

GAINING XP AND GOLD

When starting a new Adventure or playing a new Crawl Mode Scenario,
players wi 11 be instructed to select and setup Adventurers.

In Middara, Adventurers will Gain Gold and XP in a variety of ways such
as by Defeating opponents, collecting Loot, and completing Encounters.
Gold and XP earned while playing will carry over from session to session.
Players will track this on the Adventure Sheet included with the game.

In Adventure Mode, the Adventure Book will dictate which Adventurers
players have in their party and when more Adventurers will join the party.

Regardless of the Game Mode, the respective Adventure Book or Crawl
Book will detail how to set up Adventurers for the first time.

When XP is Gained, each Adventurer in the party Gains the listed XP. XP
is tracked individually and is not shared as a group. However, Gold is
shared as a party. Make sure you get along with your fellow players when
purchasing Items!

PLAYING ADVENTURERS

For example, a reward for completing an Encounter may say the
following:

In Crawl Mode, players get to pick from any available Adventurer.

When playing Middara, players get to control Adventurers. Depending on
the Game Mode being played, the Adventurers available to choose from
will change.
Regardless of the Game Mode, while playing through Middara,
Adventurers will grow in both the amount of Disciplines, and in the
quality of Items they have equipped.

Each party member Gains 1 XP.
When an Adventurer finds Gold, the instructions will read something like
this:
The party Gains 20 Gold.
A reward for activating a Loot token may say:

SELECTING ADVENTURERS
Gain 10 Gold and 2 Mundane Consumables.
When playing the Adventure Mode, the story will dictate the available
Adventurers and when to build them.
The Crawl Mode allows players to play with any figure with an
Adventurer card. This includes Adventurers from any Middara product.

In this case, the party would Gain 10 Gold and the specific Adventurer
that activated the Loot token would Gain the 2 Consumables.

BUYING ITEMS AND LEARNING DISCIPLINES
EQYIPPING AND STORING ITEMS
Adventurers have I imitations on how many Items they may carry and
equip. When equipping Items an Adventurer may not exceed the limits
below.

In Adventure Mode, this will typically occur during the Shop and Train
Phase of a Story Round. See Story Rounds Pg. 13.

ITEM LIMITS:

•

During the game, Adventurers will be able to spend the Gold and XP
they earned to buy Items and learn Disciplines. Adventurers may only
buy Items and learn Disciplines when specifically instructed to. The most
common way Adventurers are able to do so is when they are given the
option to Shop and Train.

2 HANDS OF WEAPONS +
1 Weapon Upgrade per Hand

•

1 ARMOR

•

1 CORE

•

1 ACCESSORY

+ 1 Armor Upgrade

+ 1 Core Upgrade

•
•
•
•

3 RELICS
3 CONSUMABLES
1 FAMILIAR
1 COMPANION

In addition, each Adventurer has a Pack where they may keep 3 extra
Items. These Items are considered Stored and are not usable until they
are equipped. Items in an Adventurer's Pack do not affect other Item
limitations.
The Party Stash represents all the Items that the party owns but doesn't
currently want to equip. The Party stash never runs out of room and
players may keep as many Items in the Party Stash as they would like.
Items in the Party Stash can only be accessed during Story Rounds.

~ IMP.@ Ri;~l'SJiT: Any Flipped, or Exhausted Items moved to your pack
remain Flipped, or Exhausted. These Items Un-Flip, and Un-Exhaust like
any other card. Any Used tokens stay on the card and are only removed
when the Adventurers are instructed to Restore.

In Crawl Mode, Shop and Train is often listed as a reward when
completing an Encounter or Scenario. See Encounter Rewards Pg. 9.
Regardless of which Game Mode you are playing, when learning
Disciplines, you may spend XP to learn from any of the available
Discipline Trees. In order to learn a Discipline of a higher Level (LVL) in
a Tree, you must already have learned a Discipline of the previous LVL in
the same Tree.

Example:
To learn a LVL 2 Martial Discipline, you must have already learned a LVL 1
Martial Discipline. You may always learn LVL 1 Disciplines from any Tree
and there is no limit to the amount of Disciplines you may learn.

#'IMPORTANT: An Adventurer may not learn the same
Discipline twice.

~nti
Moretti
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NATURAL FLIGHT

Remi is gifted with wings that allow her to fly.
Make a MOVE. Remi has FLIGHT for the
duration of this movement.

CASTING:

II
•

•

STAMINA RECOVERY BAR:

HEALTH (HP):

The red dots indicate how many Stamina Points (SP) an Adventurer
Gains each turn, and the total amount of dots denote the maximum
number of SP that an Adventurer may have at any time.

This is the Adventurer's base Maximum HP. Damage tokens are
added to the Adventurer's card and if an Adventurer's Damage
equals their Maximum HP, they are Defeated.

CHARACTER ABILITY:

DEFENSE:

The Special Ability this Adventurer has access to.

This is the Adventurer's base Defense Value and determines how
difficult the Adventurer is to hit.

BASE DICE:
The Adventurer's base dice are used for Conviction Checks and
casting a SPELL. Over the course of the game, Adventurers wil I Gain
Items and Abilities that will upgrade these base dice.

SKILLS:
These 5 Skills are commonly used to make Skill Checks when
instructed by Adventure Mechanics or Special Encounter Rules,
such as dodging traps or convincing a guard to let you pass by.
D: Presence; E: Lore; F: Agility; G: Perception; H: Strength.

MOVEMENT:
This is the Adventurer's base Movement Value and determines
how many spaces the Adventurer may move when making a
Move Action.

~----------IT_E_M_C_A_RD
__
T_Y_P_ES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
WEAPON

ARMOR

LONGSWORD

llAD-ASS LEATIIER JACKET

ACCESSORY
UTILITY CORE

CLOAK

RELIC

CONSUMABLE

ENCIIANTED PIERCINGS

• • +2 PHYSICAL DMG

•~ glass bottle is actually ll terrible idea."

~---------IT_E_M_C_A_RD
__
B_RE_A_I_<_D_O_W_N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
FRONT
WAR AXE

ITEM NAME:

ITEM TEXT:

Name of Item.

This section of the card contains Abilities that may be used while
the Item is equipped.

COST:
The Gold cost to purchase the Item.

ITEM ICONS:
Most Items contain Icons. The Icons displayed vary depending on
the Item type and its unique properties. See Icons, Conditions, Tags
and Symbols Pg. 30.

ITEM TAGS:
The Tags listed here are used to describe the Weapon type. The Tags
are Passive and are always in effect while using these Items.

SYMBOL ABILITIES:
Some Abilities printed on Items require Symbols to use. Unless
otherwise specified, Symbols that add TO THE ATK ROLL may only be
spent during the Spend Symbols and use Abilities to add to Attack
Roll step of an Attack. Likewise, Symbols that add to Damage can
only be spent during the Spend Symbols and use Abilities that add
Damage step of an Attack. See section 6 of The Attack Action Pg.

43.
ITEM Tl ER AND TYPE:
An Item's Tier and type are listed here.

ITEM TIERS AND TYPES
TIERS
Th ere are 4 different Ti ers of Items in Middara .

MUNDANE: These Items are ava ilabl e all over the world of Middara.
COMMON: These Items are magi ca l in nature. They are common enough
that plenty of people ca n get their hands on them.
UNCOMMON: These Items are mu ch rarer, and only Adventurers who
frequent dungeons and lost tombs are likely to find them.
RARE: These Items are special, with a history of their own. It's typical that
in time, successful Adventurers will get their hands on Rare Items.
UNIQUE: All of the above Ti ers have a Unique version of the ca rds
ava il ab le. Unique Items represe nt an Item with a unique history behind its
ex istence. See Unique Loot Pg. 55.

TYPES

¢til1"•)#~,:These ca rds augment an Adventurer's Combat Dice Pool and
are used to make Attacks.

§1t!31tm:Th ese ca rds grant Armor to Adventurers and ca n keep them
alive during Encounters.

f••mti:Th ese magica l dev ices augment an Adventurer's ab ility to avo id
damage. Cores typically increase an Adventurer's Defense Value.

When using an Item with the DOUBLE Tag, Adventurers may choose
which side t hey would like to eq uip following the rul es and limitat ions
of any other weapon. When performing a Re-Equip Action, players may
Re-Equip Items with the DOUBLE Tag as if it were two different ca rds. This
mea ns that they ca n switch their double-sided Item to the opposite side.
Some double-sided Items have different Item types depending on the side
that is eq uipped. Some of these Items may be Weapons on both sides
where others may have a Weapon on one side and a Reli c on the other.

#'IMPORTANT: Many Items in Middara are double-sided but do not
contain the DOUBLE Tag! Only Items with the DOUBLE Tag may be
treated as if they are two different Items. Players should be ca reful not
to confuse DOUBLE Tag Items with Items that have the ► FLIP Tag.

SELLING ITEMS
As the game progresses, Adventurers may find some of the Items they
own are no longer useful. Adventurers may sell their old Items whenever
they are ab le to Shop and Train. See Story Rounds Pg. 13.
For eac h Item that is sold, the party Gains Gold depe nding on the Ti er
the Item is in . Consumable Items, Monster Loot Items, and Story Items
may not be sold.
Use the chart below to determine how mu ch Gold is Gained from eac h
Item sold.

CONSUMABLES : These Items ca n be used once before they
are discarded.

MUNDANE = 5 Gold.

UNIQUE MUNDANE= 15 Gold.

itJHUf1 : Relics provide many various benefits while eq uipped.

COMMON= 10 Gold.

UNIQUE COMMON = 20 Gold.

CCESSORIES : These ca rds further augment an Adventurer's ability to
avoid damage but also have uniqu e properties beyond just that.

UNCOMMON = 20 Gold.

UNIQUE UNCOMMON = 30 Gold.

RARE= 40 Gold.

UNIQUE RARE= 50 Gold.

DOUBLE TAG ITEMS
Many Items in Middara have two different sides. Some of these Items have
the DOUBLE Tag and have different functions and Abilities depe nding on
which side of the Item is face up when eq uipped.

#'IMPORTANT: Item Upgrades grant no extra Gold when selling an
Item with an Item Upgrade equipped. When this occurs, return the Item
Upgrade to the Item Upgrade deck for later purchase.

~_ _ _D_o_u_B_LE_TA_G_C_A_R_D_S_ _~fa
LONGSWORD

LONGSWORD

WAND OF MISSILES

WAND OF MISSILES

• • +2 PHYSICAL DMC

l\,\UNDANE }VEAPON

l\,\UNDANE }VEAPON

l\,\UNDANE l~LIC

The Long sword has the DOUBLE Tag, and can
be equipped using either its front or back side.
The back side is two-handed while the front
side is 1-handed. This provides the player using
a Long Sword with a lot of different options
depending on their play style.

The Wand of Missles also has the DOUBLE
Tag, however, unlike the Long Sword it can be
equipped s either a Weapon or as a Relic.

l\,\UNDAN[ l~LIC

The Enchanted Piercings does not have the
DOUBLE Tag. This means that it can only be
equipped using its front side, (unless it was
flipped earlier.) The front side represents the
Enchanted Piercing's Ability to re-roll dice as
being unused. Once an Adventurer decides to
use the Ability, the Item will Flip.
<gj/

ITEM TIERS AND TYPES

CONTINUED

~

ITEM UPGRADES

EQYIPPING ITEM UPGRADES

When instructed, Item Upgrades may be purchased with Gold, usually
at Shop and Train Phases during the Adventure. When purchased, Item
Upgrades are attached to a corresponding Item card and provide new
Abilities to that Item.

fa

GREAT HAMMER

Item Upgrades with the WEAPON Tag may only be equipped to Weapons,
Item Upgrades with the ARMOR Tag may only be equipped to Armor, and
so on.
1-Handed Weapons may only equip 1 Item Upgrade, while 2-Handed
Weapons may equip 2.
The Master Work Mundane Item Upgrades are the only available Item
Upgrades at the beginning of the Adventure, but by Defeating opponents
and drawing the Monster Loot card, players will be able to unlock even
more Item Upgrades. See the Material Tag Pg. 33.
The cost of Upgrading Items varies depending on the Tier of Item being
Upgraded. Unique Items do not cost more to Upgrade than their nonUnique counterparts. The chart below lists the Gold costs for each Item
Tier.
MUNDANE= 15 Gold.

= 30 Gold.
UNCOMMON = 50 Gold.
RARE = 75 Gold.
COMMON

#'IMPORTANT: Monster Loot Items and Story Items may not be
Upgraded.
#'IMPORTANT: Items that have the Double Tag have two separate
sides. If you Upgrade one side, the other side is also Upgraded. If the
other side is not a Weapon, the Upgrade cannot be used but is still
attached.

USING ITEM UPGRADES
Though they are attached to an Item, Item Upgrades and their Abilities
are used independently of the Item they are attached to. Meaning, if you
upgraded an Item with an Upgrade that had a Flip Ability, when used, that
Flip Ability would only Flip the Upgrade and not the Item it was attached
too.

TRANSFERRING AND REPLACING ITEM UPGRADES
The amount of available Item Upgrades are limited to their card counts.
If a player wishes to equip an Item Upgrade to an Item, but that Item
Upgrade card is already equipped to another Item, that player must pay
the Gold cost to transfer that Item Upgrade to the second Item.
If a player wishes to replace an equipped Item Upgrade with another,
they, again, must pay the Gold cost of that Item Upgrade.
For example:

Remi wants to Upgrade her Top-Heavy Axe Common Weapon with the
Master Work Item Upgrade but her War Axe Mundane Weapon is already
Upgraded with the only available Master Work upgrade. She will have to
pay the 30 Gold to transfer Master Work from the War Axe to the Top-

H~vy Axe.

"+

1 PHYSICAL DMG

*

+1 PHYSICAL DMG

Remi wants to purchase and equip
upgrades to her newly purchased
Great Hammer. Since it's a 2-handed
Weapon, she may equip 2 Item
Upgrades to it.
Remi chooses to purchase ftherium.
This Weapon Upgrade will allow her
to get rid of the HEAVY tag that is listed
on the Great Hammer.
Since this is a Mundane Item Upgrade,
and the current Story Round only sells
', Mundane Item Upgrades, Remi is able
to purchase this Weapon Upgrade.

Lastly, Remi wants to purchase
Hastened. However, This Weapon
Upgrade requires the party to own an
Adrenal Gland to use.
Luckily, the party earned one recently
by killing a Gevaudan and drawing
its corresponding Monster Loot card.
Remi is able to purchase the Hastened
Weapon Upgrade.
With her new Hastened ftherium
Great Hammer, Remi is geared up to
put the hurt on her enemies!

I li3UH~ii
If you haven't reduced Damage
using another Ability this turn,
reduce Physical Damage dealt to
you from a O Attack by 1.

ICONS, CONDITIONS, TAGS AND SYMBOLS
ICONS

TAGS

Icons are listed on nearly every card in Middara.

Tags are special rules that are summed up in a single word and are always
listed in CAPS.

On Items, they are used to know what kind of benefits you Gain from
equipping those Items.
Weapons use Icons to determine their Range and which Combat Dice
they use. Armor uses Icons to determine the bonus to your Armor Value.
Cores use Icons to determine the bonus to your Defense Value.
On Adventurer and Combatant cards, Icons are used to convey the
different stats figures have such as HP, Movement, and Defense.
On Discipline cards, they are used to let players know which Weapons
types must be equipped to use the Ability card.

Tags do a variety of different things for Adventurers. Some Tags have no
effect unless something else references them. Others have their own
special rules and Abilities.
The Tags listed in the top right corner of Item cards are considered Passive,
and always in effect.
See Tags Pg. 32-33.

SYMBOLS

See the I ist of Icons Pg. 31.

*
'

CONDITIONS
Every Ability has a Condition. Condition Tags let players know under
what circumstances the Ability can be used. Stamina Points and Symbols
required to perform an Ability are also Conditions. Any Conditions or
costs must be met before an Ability can be used.
See the I ist of Condition Tags in the chart below.

The 4 Symbols listed above are produced by rolling the custom dice in
the game. Different dice will produce different Symbols that can be spent
to use Abilities. Unless otherwise stated, there is no limit to how many times
Abilities that use Symbols as a Condition can be used, so long as you have the
Symbols to spend.
Some Abilities that use Symbols as a Condition might have multiple Symbols
printed. (.II]) In these cases, the Ability would cost 1 book and 1 shield to
use once. In other cases, there may be too many to fit on the card, so instead
they will be printed with numbers in them. For example, (II) means that an
Adventurer must spend 3 books to use that Abi Iity.
#'IMPORTANT: Normally, Symbols may only be spent during an
Attack Action, although some Abilities allow players to spend Symbols
during rolls other than Attack rolls.

~----------C_O_N_D_I_T_IO_N_T_A_G_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
COMBO: (TAG)

If another Item with (Tag) is also equipped,
the listed Ability may be used.

)(DISCARD

To use the following Ability, the player must
Discard this card.

-.EXHAUST

To use the following Abi Iity, the player must
Exhaust this card.

► FLIP

To use the following Abi Iity, the player must
Flip this card.

+PASSIVE

W PER ENCOUNTER

❖

STATUS

The following Ability always grants its bonus or
detriment to the figure, and is considered to be in
effect at all times.
The following Ability may only be used once
per Encounter. Place a Used token on the Ability
to track when it is used.
The following Ability or Effect occurs during
the figure's Status Phase.

~-------------•-c_o_N_s____________

• 6)

Combat Dice:

~ The dice an Adventurer or Combatant rolls when
.... I~ making Actions or using Abilities.
Melee Icon:

Items with this Icon can only be used against adjacent
targets unless the Attacker has the REACH Tag. Weapons
with this Icon can only be equipped with other
Weapons with the same Icon.
Ranged Icon:

Items with this Icon can be used to make Attacks against
targets at up to the listed Ranged Value on the Icon.
Weapons with this Icon can only be equipped with
other weapons with the same Icon. If an Adventurer
equips 2 different Ranged Weapons with 2 different
Ranged Values, they may only make Attacks against
targets using the lower of the two values.

Armor:

The amount of PHYSICAL DMG that is reduced any time a figure
is dealt Damage. This can be from any source. However, it's
\
also specifically calculated during the Subtract Armor step of an
Attack. Armor may be granted by Items, Disciplines, and Effectsl .
See section 6b of The Attack Action Pg. 43.
Stamina Point(s) (SP):
SP are used to perform Actions and Abilities
that have an SP cost.
Presence:

The degree to which others notice the Adventurer.

Lore:

The Adventurer's book-smarts and knowledge.

Agility:

•"'*
~

Melee/Ranged Icon:

Items with this Icon are considered to have both the
Melee Icon and the Ranged Icon. These Weapons may
be equipped with either a Melee or a Ranged Weapon
and assume the Range and type of whatever they are
paired with. If both of your equipped Weapons have
the Melee/Ranged Icon then both are considered Melee
Weapons.
Abilities with this Icon are referencing both Melee and
Ranged, meaning that they can be used with Weapons
that have either Icon.
1-Hand:

Players may only ever Equip a maximum of 2 hands
worth of Weapons. Weapons with this Icon take up only
1 hand and may be paired with another Weapon with
this Icon printed on it. Weapons with this Icon may
Equip 1 Item Upgrade.
~ Weapons with the Melee Icon may
not be paired with Weapons with the Ranged Icon.

2-Hand:

Weapons with this Icon take up both of an Adventurer's
hands and may not be paired with any other Weapons.
Weapons with this Icon may Equip 2 Item Upgrades.
Health (HP):

The total amount of Damage a figure can
be dealt before being Defeated.
Defense:

How difficult a figure is to hit when
being Attacked.
Movement:

The amount of Movement Points a figure
receives when making a Move Action.

How capable the Adventurer is at reacting and performing
athletic feats.

Perception:

How aware the Adventurer is of their surroundings.

Strength:

The Adventurer's physical prowess and raw muscle.

•

cl____________
TA_G_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
+(X) ARMOR PIERCING:
The amount of Armor this Weapon ignores during the Subtract Armor
step of an Attack.
+(X) PHYSICAL DMG:
This tag is used to denote Physical Damage. See Damage Types Pg. 44.
+(X) IRREDUCIBLE DMG:
This tag is used to denote Irreducible Damage. See Damage Types Pg. 44.
+(X) MAGIC DMG:
This tag is used to denote Magic Damage. See Damage Types Pg. 44.
+(X) TO THE ATK ROLL:
This tag is used anytime an Ability or Value modifies an Attack roll during
the Roll to Hit step of an Attack.
ASSEMBLAGE:
A Discipline Tree. See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.
JI ATK:
Make an Attack Action using the Combat Dice of your equipped
Weapon(s) with the JI Icon. For Combatants, make an Attack Action using
the Combatant's Combat Dice .

.- ATK:
Make an Attack Action using the Combat Dice of your equipped
Weapon(s) with the,.. Icon. For Combatants, make an Attack Action using
the Combatant's Combat Dice.

EMPOWER:
During the Empower step of an Attack or SPELL, figures Empower the
Attack or SPELL by adding a BLACK IS). See Empower Pg. 50.
FAMILIAR:
A type of card earned via the Familiar Discipline in the ASSEMBLAGE
Discipline Tree.
FINESSE : (DIE):
If the listed Condition is met, Weapons with this Tag will substitute their
printed Combat Die (top-left corner) with the Combat Die specified after
FINESSE.
FLIGHT:
A figure with this Tag ignores the effects of all Terrain except Obstructing
Terrain. While moving, figures with FLIGHT ignore other figures and do
not provoke Break Attacks, but may not end their movement in a space
occupied by another figure.
FORCE (X):
The target of your Ability must succeed a Conviction Check against the
printed Force Value of (X) or be affected. See Spell-Like Abilities Pg. 51.

~ATK:
Make an Attack Action using the Combat Dice of your equipped
Weapon(s) with the JI or ,.. Icon.

FORCE (X) + DIFFERENCE HIT
Used when making an Attack. The target of your Attack must succeed a
Conviction Check against the printed Force Value of (X) or be affected.
The Force Value is increased by the difference of the Attack roll minus the
opponent's Defense Value. See Spell-Like Abilities Pg. 51.

BACKSTAB:
While Flanking, Attackers with this Tag Gain +2 TO THE ATK ROLL and
+5 PHYSICAL DMG. This Tag replaces the bonus from Flanking. See
Flanking and Backstab Pg. 50.

FOLLOW UP (FU):
A figure may use this Ability in the Follow Up step of an Attack they
made. See The Attack Action Pg. 43.

COLOSSAL:
A figure with this Tag ignores Elevation and other figures when drawing
Line of Sight and figures targeting a figure with this Tag ignore Elevation
and other figures when drawing Line of Sight.
COUNTER:
A figure with this Ability may make an Attack during the Check if the
target Counters step of an Attack made against them.
See section 6f of The Attack Action Pg. 43.
CRUOR:
A Discipline Tree. See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.
CRUSH:
While moving, this figure treats all spaces as unoccupied. After
moving, deal any opponents that were moved through a PURPLE
of
IRREDUCIBLE DMG. If this figure ends its movement in a space that is
occupied, move the occupying figure to the nearest unoccupied space.
Figures moved this way do not provoke Break Attacks.

(i)

DODGE:
This Tag allows a figure to use the Dodge Ability. See Dodge Pg. 50.
DOUBLE:
Items with this Tag may be equipped using either side of the card. See
Double-Sided Items Pg. 2 7.

HEAL (X):
Remove (X) Damage tokens.
HEAVY:
A figure with this Tag reduces movement from Currents, Effects, and
Abilities by 1. Figures with HEAVY also have -1 to their ~ Movement
Value and take a -1 penalty to Agility. This Tag is cumulative and can have
its effect occur from more than 1 source. This means that an Adventurer
with HEAVY on 2 different Items will incur a -2 to their ~ Movement
Value.
HULKING:
Figures with this Tag cannot be moved by opposing Abilities or Currents
for any reason.
IMMUNITY: (TYPE):
Figures may have Immunities to Effects or Damage Types. If a figure is
Immune to an Effect, they may not Gain that Effect. If they have the Effect
and then Gain Immunity, they immediately lose the Effect. If a Figure is
Immune to Damage, When Calculating Final Damage from an Attack or
SPELL reduce the Final Damage dealt to 0.

TAGS

CONTINUED

t.::;J-'-,·~-~1 ~ ;:'.'---:·i>'. 'HEM UPGRADES:

it,il'~/?'1/J,:. ·_.~_':\:· ·1i~-m (.Jpgrades are use? to augment Weap~ns, Cores, and Armor, and

.~~i,f:..r;~ .'f{~; :_ -~i ' may _be purc~ased du_ring the Shop and Tram Pha~e. Some Item Upgrades
•~;\t·:,\~.. ·- ,si,_: requ1 re certa1 n Materials before they
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canbe _added as per the Abilities effect.

(i)

(i)

RESISTANCE : (TYPE):
Figures may have Resistances to different Damage types. When
Calculating Final Damage from an Attack or SPELL reduce the Final
Damage dealt by half (rounded up).

SANCTUS:
A Discipline Tree. See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.

LVL (X):

. Every Discipline card has a LVL associated with it.
See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.
A Discipline Tree. See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.

SHIELD: A type of Weapon that adds to ~ Armor Value. The Range
of a SHIELD is equal to the Range of the Weapon equipped in the
opposite hand. If 2 Shields are equipped, their Range is considered
to be / Melee.

MATERIAL:

SOI:

MARTIAL:

Materials are found by Defeating Combatants and drawing the Monster
Loot card in the Combatant Loot deck. So long as Card with the MATERIAL
• Tag is on a Character in the Party or in the Party Stash, all Item Upgrades
associated with that Material will then be available for purchase at all
Sh_op .,and Train Phases. See Item Upgrades Pg. 28.
~ Buying an Item Upgrade doesn't discard the Material.
Qnce acquired, these upgrades are available as long as the Material is in
·• theparty's possession.

MOVE: · .

·

' Make a Move Action using the figure's @ Movement Value.

PROTECTION:
When casting a SPELL against a figure with PROTECTION, that figure adds
a BLACK (cl to their Conviction Dice when making a Conviction Check.
All ■ rolled in this way add +1 to the Conviction Check.
~

RELENTLESS:
While moving, this figure treats all spaces as unoccupied. After
moving, deal any opponents that were moved through a PURPLE
of
IRREDUCIBLE DMG and place them adjacent to this figure. If they cannot
be placed adjacent, deal them 2 PURPLE
instead and place them in the
nearest unoccupied space. If this figure ends its movement in a space that
is occupied, move the occupying figure to the nearest unoccupied space.
Figures moved this way do not provoke Break Attacks.

.

.

.

PULL (X):
Move the target up to (X) spaces towards the figure that used this Ability.
See Towards and Away Pg. 42 .

. PUSH (X): .
Move· the target up to (X) spaces away from the figure that used this
Ability. The target does not provoke a Break Attack from the the figure
that used this Ability. See Towards and Away Pg. 42.

REACH (X):
Melee Attacks can be made at Range (X). They are still considered Melee
Attacks. During an attack, the spaces directly orthogonally or diagonally
that a figure can Attack through with Reach may be counted for the
purposes of Flanking. This Flanking benefit only applies to the figure using
Reach to count these spaces. See below for an example.

Sphere of Influence. See Pg. 45.

SP:
Stamina Points. See Pg. 40.

SPELL (X):
Make a Spell Action with the Force Value of the Spell equaling (X) plus
the result of a roll made with the caster's Casting Upgrade. The effect of
the Spell will be listed with this Tag. See The Spell Action Pg. 51.

SUBTERFUGE:
A Discipline Tree. See Discipline Trees Pg. 34.

SWAP:
The figure using this Ability is removed from the board and the target of
this Ability is removed from the board. They are then placed in the space
the other occupied. This does not provoke Break Attacks.

THROW: (DIE):
The Throw Ability allows an Adventurer to deal PHYSICAL DMG to an
opponent equal to the listed die within Range 4 and Line of Sight. This
is NOT an Attack and no Attack roll is made. You simply roll the die and
deal the Damage. As such, this Damage cannot be Dodged. Lastly, Armor
still reduces Damage dealt this way.

UNSTOPPABLE:
While moving, this figure treats Obstructing Terrain as normal spaces.
Replace any Obstructing Terrain this figure moves through with Hindering
Terrain.

WARP:
The figure affected by this Ability is removed from the board and then
placed on the space designated by the Ability text. WARP does not
provoke Break Attacks.

WEAPON TAGS:
Weapons will have Tags that describe what the Weapon is. Example:
SWORD, WARHAMMER, TOME, etc. Mechanically, these will be used
when using COMBO Abilities or when calculating a RESISTANCE.
Otherwise, they are purely thematic and are used to categorize the many
types of Weapons.

DIS_C_IP_L_I_N_E_T_RE_E_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-----e--)fl
Discipline cards contain Abilities that can be used at different times
depending on their Conditions. Disciplines are learned as Adventurers
spend XP when given the opportunity to Shop and Train. See Buying
Items and Learning Disciplines Pg. 24.
The XP cost of a Discipline is listed in the top left corner of the card. This
cost is increased by +1 XP for every other Discipline of the same level
an Adventurer already has. The"+" is listed alongside the XP cost as a
reminder for players.

Disciplines are separated into 5 different Discipline Trees, and each Tree
is divided into Levels (LVL). Disciplines can be mixed and matched to
customize your Adventurer. Adventurers may learn LVL 1 Disciplines
from any Tree but higher LVL Disciplines require at least 1 Discipline
from each lower LVL of the same Tree to learn them.

Example: An Adventurer can only learn a Level 3 CRUOR Discipline
if they already have a LVL 1 and a LVL 2 CRUOR Discipline.

#'IMPORTANT: An Adventurer may learn as many Diciplines as they can afford, however, they may not learn the same Discipline twice.

ASSEMBLAGE
Assemblage is the art of whispering to the things that walk in the realms outside of our own, and dealing
with the ancient creatures that were once beyond our imagination. The Abilities in Assemblage often reflect
a jack-of-all-trades mentality. This is because these Abilities are as diverse as the creatures you call upon
to perform them. In the early levels of Assemblage, a player can perform a wide array of actions, from
Gaining extra Actions to granting Positive Effects.

CRUOR
Cruor is risky by nature. Its Abilities can be very powerful, but only if the caster is willing to give a little of
themselves. It focuses on the raw power of sacrifice to get the job done. Cruor grants the ability to curse your
enemies into dust, disease them, ruin them, or liquify them. Those who follow Cruor can expect to reap great
rewards, but must be careful not to lose themselves in the process.

MARTIAL
Martial is the embodiment of physical combat in Middara. While many Discipline Trees can make
Attacks more powerful, Martial makes an Adventurer a combat powerhouse. Martial can enhance Ranged
or Melee Attacks, and a player should consider both in some cases. Some Weapons like the Kusarigama
can be used as both Melee and Ranged, meaning that players can use Abilities that work for either while
using this weapon.

SANCTUS
Sanctus boasts a wealth of strong and diverse Abilities. It can grant magical armor, temporary wings, or allow
users to avoid obstacles. Using Sanctus, players can redirect Damage, HEAL, and even fold reality to teleport
themselves or others. Sanctus can complement any Melee or Ranged play style, but really shines with defenders
and support characters.

SUBTERFUGE
Subterfuge is the art of the rogue and the assassin. Most Subterfuge Abilities focus on big damage, but
some also maximize defensive potential by allowing players to DODGE, take free Actions, and move
without penalty. It encourages agility and positioning for a more subtle approach, but includes some
straight-forwar.d Abilities as well.

CONVICTION AND CASTING UPGRADES
D EF LECTION CORE

Many Abilities offer Conviction or Casting Upgrades. An Upgrade
of this type allows an Adventurer to roll better dice when rolling
Conviction Checks and Casting rolls.

DEFLECTION CORE

By default, an Adventurer uses the dice printed on their Adventurer
card when making Conviction or Casting rolls. This will usually
be 1 PURPLE
when Casting, and 2 PURPLE
when making a
Conviction Check.

O

O

Example on an Adventurer card:

CONVICTION:
CASTING:

0 0

0

Conviction and Casting Upgrades will replace the dice used to make
these rolls.
An Adventurer is limited to 1 Upgrade to their Casting roll, and 2
Upgrades when rolling their Conviction Check. If an Adventurer has
an Ability that provides them with more Upgrades than they can use,
they must choose which Upgrade they want to use.

Example:
Above are 2 examples of Upgrades from 2 different types of Items.
The Magic Tome lets an Adventurer replace their default PURPLE
with a WHITE
when determining the Force of a SPELL.

0

(i)

The Deflection Core lets an Adventurer replace 1 of their default
PURPLE
with a WHITE
when making a Conviction Check.
If an Adventurer had 2 Conviction Upgrades, they could use both
and replace both of their default PURPLE
with better dice.

O

(i)

O
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KILL THE MESSENGER
Make a$

at +2 PHYSICAL DMG. During
this Attack Gain:

ATK

FU: Inflict Disease, FORCE X + DIFFERENCE
Where X equals 6 plus the LVL of your
highest SUBTERFUGE Dicipline.

HIT.

XP COST:

TAGS:

The XP it costs an Adventurer to lea rn t hi s Di sc iplin e.

The Di sc ipline Tree t he ca rd is fro m and its Leve l (LVL).

STAMINA POINT (SP) COST:
The red dots indi cate the amo unt of SP a Di sc iplin e costs to use.
Some Di sc iplines cost O SP but may have other Co nditi o ns.

CARD NAME:
Name of t he Di sc ipline.

ABILITY TEXT:
Thi s secti o n of t he ca rd co nta in s the Abili t ies o n the Di sc ipline
ca rd , th e rul es for w hat t hey do, and any Co nditio ns t hat mu st be
met to use them.

ADVENTURER PLAY AREA:

URGENCY TOKENS:

Thi s is the area fo r an Adve nturer's Ite ms, D isc ipline ca rd s,
and Adve nturer ca rd.

These to kens are ad ded to t he bac k of t he Ini tiat ive Trac k at the end
of any ro und in w hi ch no o ppo nents had an Al Step w ith a true
co ndi tio n, and no oppo nents were Spawned.
See Urgency Tokens Pg. 18.

ASSIGNED COMBATANT:
W hen sett ing up an Encounter, we recommend eve nl y di st ri buting
Com bata nt ca rd s so t hat eac h playe r has o ne to co ntro l.

TOKENS:
Effect, Ability, Terra in, and Encoun ter to kens sho ul d be o n the tab le
and w it hin reac h of t he pl ayers.

INITIATIVE TRACK:
The Ini tiative Trac k is placed nea r t he ga me boa rd so that all pl ayers
ca n see it.

DICE:

DAMAGE AND STAMINA POINT TOKENS:
It's important that eac h Adve nturer has eno ugh Damage and SP
to kens nea rby to keep track of Damage dea lt to their Ad ve nturer
and ass igned Combata nts, as we ll as SP stored and used by th eir
Adve nturer.

COMBATANT LOOT DECK
The Co mbata nt Loot deck is shuffled and placed o n the tab le before
eac h Encoun te r. W hen an oppo nent is Defeated, playe rs w ill draw
from thi s dec k.

The d ice sho uld be pl aced nea r t he game boa rd so that all pl ayers
ca n access t hem.

cl_________A_D_V_E_N_T_U_RE_R_P_LA_Y_A_RE_A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ~
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UPGRADE

WEAPON
UPGRADE

WEAPON

ARMOR
UPGRADE

WEAPON

B
B
B
B

B
B

RELIC

RELIC

B
B

COMPA NIO N

FAMILIAR

_____fin
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THE INITIATIVE TRACI(
Players will begin an Encounter by determining whose turn it is on
the Initiative Track. Whether the figure is an Adventurer, a Command
Combatant, or an Intelligent Combatant will determine what steps they
must go through during their turn.
Encounters are divided into rounds that are made up of individual
turns. To determine the order in which figures take turns, players use the
Initiative Track. The Initiative Track is dealt out randomly at the beginning
of each Encounter using the Initiative cards of the Active Group as well as
the Initiative cards of all other figures required in the Encounter Setup.
Starting from the front of the Initiative Track and moving to the back,
Adventurers and Combatants take their turns. Once a figure has taken
their turn, continue to the next Initiative card and repeat.
Once the back of the Initiative Track is reached, the current round ends
and a new round begins. Rounds continue like this until the Encounter
reaches an End Condition. See End Conditions and Rewards Pg. 14.
Any Effect that would last until the end of a round, persists until the last
figure on the Initiative Track has finished their turn.

IMPORTANT INITIATIVE RULES:
•

If a figure is ever instructed to move up the Initiative Track, they are
moved toward the front, likewise, if a figure is instructed to move
down the Initiative Track, they are moved toward the back.

•

Some Items and Abilities allow Adventurers and Combatants to
manipulate the order of the cards on the Initiative Track. When this
happens, it is important to remember that a figure's turn is never
skipped. The figure closest to the front of the Initiative Track that has
not yet had a turn will always take their turn next.

•

As soon as a figure is Defeated they must immediately remove their
corresponding Initiative Card from the Initiative Track. When this
happens, the other Initiative Cards collapse to fill in the empty space.
See Being Defeated Pg. 67.

•

Some Combatants with multiple figures may share one or more
Initiative Cards. We call these Groups. A Group's corresponding
Initiative Card is only ever removed from the Initiative Track when the
last figure in the Group is Defeated. See Activation Numbers Pg. 54.

--------------ROUND-------------1-

z

0

ci:::

u..
WATER LOA

1st TURN

2nd TURN

CAVE SI C KLE

NIGHTINGALE

ROOI(

ZEKE

3rd TURN

4th TURN

5th TURN

6th TURN

Example 1:
At the start of an Encounter, players shuffle all the Initiative cards required for the Encounter. Generally, the black bordered cards represent the
Adventurers and their allies, while the red bordered cards represent the Adventurers' opponents. The cards are then dealt face up near the board
to create the Initiative Track .

WATER LOA

CAVE SICKLE

NIGHTINGALE

ROOI(

ZEKE

.Example 2:
· g with t~lnitiative card closest to the front and moving down the track, Adventurers and Combatants take their turns. Once a figure has taken
i ~ :t-eotj.rtue down-to the next Initiative card and repeat until the end of the round. After the round ends, simply repeat the process again.

PHASES OF AN ADVENTURERS TURN
I. START OF TURN PHASE:
Resolve Abilities and Effects that occur at the start of a turn.

2. STATUS PHASE:

~_ _E_X_H_A_U_S_T_A_N_D_F_L_IP_ _fa

Any Effects and Abilities that have thP Uifii■ILW Tag occur during this
Phase. See Pg. 74 for a Ii st of Effects.

3. REFRESH PHASE:
During the Refresh Phase, the Adventurer goes through the following steps:

A. Recover Stamina Points (SP):
Each Adventurer's Stamina Recovery Bar determines how many SP
they receive during this step, as well as how many SP they may have at
any given time. See A: Stamina Recovery Bar on Pg. 25.

#'IMPORTANT: Adventurers do not Gain SP during the Refresh
Phase of their 1st turn of an Encounter. See Prepare Phase Pg. 14.
B. Un-Exhaust Cards:
Some Abilities require the Adventurer to-. EXHAUST them to be used.
During the Refresh Phase, any Exhausted cards are Un-Exhausted.

4. ACTION PHASE:

"T/,,,a,u/, oftim,o~ly,/11/,fortM•,,,J,.

UN-EXHAUSTED

EXHAUSTED

To -.EXHAUST a card, simply turn it sideways. These cards are
Un-Exhausted during the Refresh Phase. An Exhausted card may
not use any printed Abilities that require you to -.EXHAUST it,
but may otherwise be used as normal.

During the Action Phase, an Adventurer may spend SP to take Actions
and/or use Abi I ities. When they decide they no longer want to spend
SP or take Actions and/or use Abilities, the Adventure continues to the
End ofTurn Phase.

5. END OF TURN PHASE:
Resolve Abilities and Effects that occur at the End of a Turn.

UN-FLIPPED

FLIPPED

To ► FLIP

a card, turn it over to its back. Cards that have been
Flipped do not Un-Flip until the player is instructed to do so.
When a card is Flipped, you may no longer use the front of the
card. Instead, you reference the Item text, Icons, and Abilities
printed on the back of the card.
Disciplines cannot be used while Flipped. However, other types
of cards can. Weapons, Armor, Cores, and Relics will have Icons,
Symbols, and Ability text printed on their backs to remind players
that these cards can still be used once Flipped. Companion cards
and Familiars will also have Ability text printed on their backs.

SECOND PRINCESS OF ELENIA -

Example:

•••••

At the start of her Refresh Phase, Nightingale will Gain 3 SP up to
her maximum of 5. No figure may have more SP than their Stamina
Recovery Bar depicts. If she would gain SP over her maximum, she

does not Gain the excess.

TIP: Players most often wil I have to play
more than 1 Encounter before they are
told to Restore Adventurers, so choose
when to use ► FLIP Abilities carefully.

USING STAMINA POINTS
During the Action Phase, an Adventurer may spend any or all of their SP
to use as many of their available Abilities or Actions, in any order, and as
many times as they have SP for. Some Abilities and Actions have limits
on how many times they can be used depending on how they activate.
Unless an Action or Ability specifically says that it can't be used more
than once per turn, an Adventurer may use that Action or Ability as many
times as they have SP to do so.

,#'IMPORTANT: An Adventurer must finish their current Action before
starting another Action.

STANDARD ACTIONS AND ABILITIES
A Standard Action or Ability is an Action or Ability that is always available for Adventurers to use. Below is a list of the Standard Actions and Abilities
in Middara.

Table 1: STANDARD ACTIONS
ACTION

Move
Attack
Encounter
Action
Re-Equip

SP COST

••
•
•
•
•
•

DESCRIPTION

Move up to your maximum Movement Value. For each additional SP spent, add 2 to your Movement Value.

,#'IMPORTANT: Adventurers are limited to 1 Move Action per turn .
Make an Attack using your equipped Weapon(s) Combat Dice.
Encounter Actions are Encounter specific Actions that an Adventurer may make. This also includes activating Loot tokens.
Equip or un-equip any Items in your Pack or on your Adventurer. Items in your Pack stay Flipped or Exhausted until they would
normally be Un-Exhausted or Un-Flipped. You may also take Items and Companions from an adjacent Adventurer, but you may
never give Items or Companions to other Adventurers. Any amount of equipping/un-equipping/taking is allowed for 1 SP.

Table 2: STANDARD ABILITIES
ACTION

DODGE

EMPOWER

COUNTER

SP COST

DESCRIPTION

During the Dodge step of an Attack, roll the BLACK O. For each. rolled, the Adventurer adds +1 to their Defense .
If the
is rolled, no additional Defense is added. See Dodge Pg. 50.

f

When building your Combat Dice Pool during an Attack or when determining the Force of a SPELL, you may spend 1
additional SP to add the BLACK 0 .

f

f

If the
is rolled during an Attack, the Attack automatically misses. If the
is rolled during a Spell, the Spell automatically
fails to affect the target. Immediately deal 3 IRREDUCIBLE DMG to the caster, and end the Spell Action .
When an Attack deals no Final Damage, COUNTER the Attack. See Counter Pg. 50.

ALLIES, OPPONENTS, AND FIGURES
Throughout the game, Abilities and Actions on Adventurers, Intelligent Combatants, and Command Combatants will reference targets that are either
"opponents", "al lies", or "figures." While opponents and al I ies refer to specific groups of figures, the word "figure" is used to refer to both opponents
and allies. See Opponents and Allies on Pg. 67.

ALLIES

OPPONENTS

Allies are figures that share the same goal and have no reason to hinder
each other in achieving that goal. If you're an Adventurer, your Allies are
all the other Adventurers in the Encounter. Meanwhile, if you're taking
the turn of an Intelligent Combatant, Allies would refer to all those who
oppose the Adventurers in the Encounter.

Opponents are figures that oppose the current figure's goals. If you're an
Adventurer, opponents will be all the opposing Intel! igent Combatants
in the Encounter. Meanwhile, if you're taking the turn of an Intelligent
Combatant, the Adventurers and their Allies are all considered the
opponents.

On Encounter Setup Diagrams, Allies to the Adventurers will be outlined
in green.

On Encounter Setup Diagrams, Opponents to the Adventurers will
be outlined in Red. Any figure that Spawns during an Encounter is
considered an opponent to the Adventurers unless stated otherwise.

THE MOVE ACTION
Adventurers are limited to 1 Move Action on their turn. The Move
Action costs 1 SP, and allows the figure to move up to the Movement
Value printed on their Adventurer card. Movement is always counted
orthogonally. This means that you may not move diagonally. After
moving up to their Movement Value, the Adventurer may then spend SP.
For each additional SP spent, an Adventurer adds +2 to their Movement
Value for that Action.
Areas on a Tile marked with a cannot be moved into or through.
A figure may not move through opponents. Moving through al I ies is
allowed, but costs 2 Movement Points to leave their space. This does not
stack with the increase in movement cost caused by Hindering Terrain or
Water Terrain.

#'IMPORTANT: A figure may not end their movement occupying
another ally's space.
Since an Adventurer must always finish an Action before starting another
Action, movement may not be broken up with other Actions. For
example, you cannot move half of your Movement Value, Attack, and
then finish your movement.
Some Abilities allow players to make a Move Action. This Move Action
still counts as their Move Action for the turn unless stated otherwise.

#'IMPORTANT: When a Move Action ends, all unspent Movement
Points are lost.

;

NATURAL FLIGHT
Remi is gifted with wings that allow her to fly.
Make a MOVE. Remi has FLIGHT for the
duration of this movement.

Example:
Remi's Natural Flight Ability counts as her Move Action for the turn,
so she cannot move and then use this Ability in the same turn.

FREE MOVEMENT
Some Disciplines and Item cards have Abilities that let you Move for free.
Any movement granted by these Abilities, does not count as the Move
Action for the turn. These Abilities cannot be used during another Action.

~_ _A_D_JA_C_E_N_T_S_P_J\._C_E_S_ _p

In addition, movement granted by these Abilities simply moves a
figure the amount of spaces listed regardless of the negative effects on
movement caused by Terrain or allies.
However, Obstructing Terrain and opposing figures still prevent an
Adventurer from using free Movement to move through their Space, and
Dangerous Terrain would still Defeat an Adventurer under the normal
circumstances.

#'IMPORTANT: Tags that affect Abilities still affect Free Movement.
For example, HEAVY would still reduce free movement granted by any
Ability by 1.

I 1%11ffi1~ii
Move up to 2 spaces. This movement does
not provoke Break Attacks .

Any gridded area is considered a space. Spaces that share a
corner or edge to a space with a figure are adjacent.
Spaces obstructed by red borders block Line of Sight and
are not considered adjacent.

Example:
The Discipline Like the Shadows allows you to move two spaces
for free. This movement does not count as a Move Action, and is
not hindered by negative effects on movement caused by Terrain
or allies.

Areas that do not contain a grid are not considered spaces.
They cannot be moved into and are never considered
adjacent.
Spaces with colored borders and Icons have Terrain Effects.
See Terrain Pg. 21.

A
NORTH

Movement Example:
During Zeke's Action Phase, he wants to move to the Loot token to the west of Remi. He spends 1 SP to make a Move Action and Gains
Movement Points equal to his Movement Value printed on his Adventurer card, in this case, 6. Since figures cannot move diagonally, he must
choose between the shorter route heading west through Hindering Terrain (finishing at B ), or the longer route heading south and moving to D
If Zeke chooses the short route to B, the Animate will get a Break Attack against him when he moves out of c (See Diagonals and Break
D, he avoids this danger, but ends up farther from his goal.

Attacks Pg. 44). If he chooses to move to

After moving to B by travelling past the Animate and through Hindering Terrain, Zeke could spend an additional SP to Gain 2 more
Movement Points and move through Remi. But, because Remi is an ally, he can move through - but not stop in - her space, and since the
space that allies occupy take 2 Movement Points to move out of, Zeke would not be able to reach A without spending a total of 2 more SP for
4 more Movement Points. After reaching A Zeke would have 1 remaining Movement Point.
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If an Abilit y moves an oppos ing fi gure towards something, t he fi gure
bein g moved mu st o nl y move into spaces that are closer to t he
dest in at io n. If the destin at io n is a space occupied by anot her fi gure, t he
dest in at io n becomes the nea rest adjace nt space to t he fi gure. Th e rul es for
toward also appl y when fo ll ow ing an Intellige nt Combata nt 's Al Steps for
their move ment.
If an Abilit y moves an oppos ing fi gure away fro m so methin g, the fi gure
w ill move direct ly away fro m it. If a fi gure is pos itio ned d iago nall y to t he
compo nent ca using t he movement, then t he fi gure mu st choose t he most
detrim enta l directi o n to move. If a fi gure is moved into O bst ru ct ing
Terrain or into anot her fi gure, t hey stop mov ing and are dea lt the
remainder of the movement as IRREDUCIBLE DMG . If an In te l Ii gent
Com bata nt 's Al Step says to move away fro m something, t hey w ill move
to be in t he most be nefi c ial pos itio n poss ible fo r t hemse lves.

Example: The Earth Loa uses t he Push Abili ty, w hi ch ca uses Zeke to be
moved 3 spaces away fro m the Earth Loa .
Zeke is di ago nal to the Earth Loa and has to choose to move sout h or
west 3 spaces. Choos ing to move west to space
would move him into
a Tile Edge and dea l him 1 IRREDUCIBLE DMG for the extra space he
ca nnot move. M ov ing south wo uld ca use him to leave Dangero us Terrain
and be Defeated. Because it is t he most detrimental o pt io n he mu st
choose to move sout h to Space El and be Defeated.

D

THE ATTACI( ACTION
STEPS FOR MAKING AN ATTACK
Any time an Attack is called for, the figure making the Attack will follow these steps.
1. CHOOSE THE TARGET
Select a figure within Line of Sight and Range as the target. Some
Abilities have specific targeting parameters that may override this.

6. DETERMINE DAMAGE:
Calculate the difference by which the Attack hit:
For each number above the target's Defense Value the figure

rolled, the Attacker adds+ 1 PHYSICAL DMG to the Attack.

2. BUILD THE COMBAT DICE POOL:
1-Handed Weapons have a single Combat Die printed on them.
2-Handed Weapons have a pair of Combat Dice printed on them.
When making an Attack, Adventurers use the Combined Dice of
all Weapons they have equipped to form the Combat Dice Pool.

a. Spend Symbols and use Abilities that add Damage: Some
Abilities add to Damage. During this step, the Adventurer or
Combatant may spend Symbols and use Abilities that add to
Damage. See Icons, Conditions, Tags, and Symbols Pg. 30.

An Adventurer with only a single Combat Die being added from their
equipped Weapon adds a PURPLE O to their Combat Dice Pool. If an
Adventurer has no equipped Weapons, they add 2 PURPLE O to their
Combat Dice Pool.

b. Subtract Armor: Subtract the target's Armor Value from the
total PHYSICAL DMG being dealt by this Attack. Some Items and
Abilities have the Tag +(X) ARMOR PIERCING. This Tag means
that the Attacker ignores the first (X) points of Armor when
calculating the amount of PHYSICAL DMG that is reduced.
ARMOR PIERCING Tags from multiple sources are cumulative.

Unlike Adventurers, Combatants have their Combat Dice printed on
their card. When they make an Attack, they use the Combat Dice
printed on their Combatant card to form their Combat Dice Pool.

3. EMPOWER: Choose to EMPOWER the Dice Pool.
After building their Combat Dice Pool, the Attacker may choose to
EMPOWER their Attack by spending 1 SP to add the BLACK Oto
the Combat Dice Pool.

d. Check if the Target Counters: If the Attack misses or deals
no Final Damage, the player checks to see if the target uses
COUNTER. See Counter Pg. 50.

Combatants will only EMPOWER if they have an Ability that
specifically allows them to.
#'IMPORTANT: Some Weapons have the BLACK O pictured as
part of their Combat Dice. Attacks made with these Weapons are
always Empowered. Likewise, some Combatants have the BLACK
pictured as part of their Combat Dice.Their Attacks wi 11 always be
Empowered. See Empower Pg. 50.

0

4. DODGE:
a. Check if the target uses DODGE: When targeted by an Attack, a
figure may spend 1 SP to use the Dodge Ability. Combatants do not
DODGE unless their card says otherwise.
b. Make a Dodge Roll: A figure who uses DODGE rolls the BLACK
and for each. rolled, adds +1 to their Defense. If the
is
rolled, the Dodge fails and no additional Defense is added.

f

G,

Important: Abilities can give bonuses to this roll. However,
if the
is rolled, these Abilities provide no bonus.

f

5. ROLL TO HIT:
a. Make an Attack Roll: To make an Attack roll the Attacker rolls
their Combat Dice Pool.
b. Spend Symbols and use Abilities to add TO THE ATK ROLL: Some
Abilities add to the Attack roll. During this step, the Attacker may
spend Symbols and use Abilities that add TO THE ATK ROLL.
c. Determine if the Attack Hit: If the total number rolled on the
Combat Dice Pool, after bonuses from Abilities, is equal to
or greater than the target's Defense Value, the Attack hits. The
Attacker continues to the Determine Damage step. Otherwise,
the Attack misses, and the Attacker immediately goes to the
Check if the Target Counters step.

c. Calculate and Deal Final Damage: Any Damage remaining
after the Subtract Armor step is completed is the Final Damage
of the Attack. The target of the Attack then adds Damage tokens
to their Combatant or Adventurer card equal to the Final
Damage this Attack dealt. Abilities that reference Final Damage
are used during this step.

7. MISSED ATTACKS END
If the Attack missed, the Attack immediately ends and skips the
Follow Up step.

8. USE FOLLOW UP ABILITIES (FU)
The Attacker may use Abilities that occur during the Follow Up step of
the Attack. If an FU Ability would start a new Attack or Spell Action, the
current Attack immediately ends and the player may start the new action
as normal.
Unless otherwise specified, an FU Ability that doesn't start a new action
must be used by you, target yourself, or target the figure you Attacked.
This may be done regardless of Range, SOI, and Line of Sight.
If an FU Ability requires a Force (X) to affectthe target, then it is also
classified as a Spell-Like Ability. See Spell-Like Abilities Pg. 51.
#'IMPORTANT: Players may use multiple FU Abilities off of the
same Attack, so long as they do not start another Standard Action
or Spel I Action. As soon as a player decides to use a FU Ability that
starts a new Attack or Spel I Action the current action ends and they
may no longer use anymore FU Abilities during that action.

THE ATTACI( ACTION

CONTINUED

DAMAGE TYPES
Abilities, Attacks, and Spells can all deal Damage. The type of Damage
changes depending on the source of the Damage.
There are 3 Damage types in Middara:

Physical Damage: All Attacks deal Physical Damage by default. This
Damage can be prevented by Armor.

Magic Damage: Some Spells and Abilities specifically say they deal
Magic Damage. Magic Damage is not reducible by Armor or other
Abilities that reference Physical Damage.
Irreducible Damage: Some Spells, Abilities, and Effects specifically say
they deal Irreducible Damage. Irreducible Damage is not reducible by
any Abi I ities.
IMP.@R◄T~l'SliT:

Anytime an Ability references just "Damage", meaning
Damage without a type. This is referencing all/any Damage types. For
Example, if an Ability said "RESISTANCE: DAMAGE", the figure would
have resistance to all Damage types.

I lf:iiKi1til
During an Attack, al I Damage you
deal is MAGIC DMG instead.

"Hear no evil, see no evil, and you will never
be invited to a party. "

Example:
Sinful Privilege allows an Adventurer to make the Damage dealt
by an Attack turn from Physical Damage into Magic Damage
instead.

THE ATTACI( ACTION

CONTINUED

WEAPON TYPES

LINE OF SIGHT

There are 3 types of Weapons in Middara:

Line of Sight is determined by drawing an imaginary line from the center
of the space the acting figure occupies to the center of the space the
target figure occupies. If th is Ii ne moves through anything that blocks Line
of Sight, then the Action or Ability cannot be performed.

Melee Weapons: These Weapons have the G Icon. When taking an
Attack Action with a Melee Weapon, an Adventurer may only target an
adjacent figure unless the Melee Weapon has REACH.
Ranged Weapons: These Weapons have the & Icon. This Icon has a
number that displays the Range of the Weapon.
Melee / Ranged Weapons: These Weapons have the~ Icon. This Icon
has a number that displays the Range of the Weapon. Melee Ranged
Weapons can be used with both Melee and Ranged Abilities and count as
having both the & Icon and G Icon.
#'IMPORTANT: An Attack Action requires the target of the Attack to
be within Range and Line of Sight.

DETERMINING RANGE
Attack Actions have a maximum Range. An Adventurer's Range when
using Attack Actions is determined by their equipped Weapons and Items.
Only figures within the Range listed on the equipped Item may be the
target of an Attack.
There are 3 types of Ranges:

G Icon. Melee Attacks and
Abilities with this Icon require the target to be adjacent to the figure
making the Attack.

♦ Adjacent/ Melee: This is the Range for the

♦ REACH (X): This Tag changes the Range for Weapons with the G Icon.
(X) equals the maximum distance at which a Melee Attack can be

made.

& Icon. Ranged Attacks and Abilities
with this Icon require a target to be no farther than the listed Range
on the Adventurer's equipped Weapon(s) with the & Icon. Ranged
Attacks can be made against targets that are adjacent, however,
Ranged Attacks cannot Gain the Flanking bonus. See Flanking Pg. 50.

♦ Ranged: This is the Range for the

#'IMPORTANT: If an Adventurer equips 2 different Ranged Weapons
with 2 different Ranged Values, they may only make Attacks against
targets using the lowest of the two values.

HOW TO COUNT RANGE
To check whether a target is within Range of an Attack or a SPELL, the
player counts the number of spaces from the figure that is performing the
Action, to the space the target occupies.

#'IMPORTANT: Unlike movement, all types of Range are counted
diagonally as well as orthogonally.

SPHERE OF INFLUENCE (SOI)
This is both a type of Range and a type of Line of Sight. It is used by
Spells and Spell-like Abilities and represents the area in which a figure
can exert their will. Every figure has an SOI. SOI has a base Range of 4
but this Range can be adjusted by Items and Abilities. When using SOI to
determine Line of Sight, elevation, opponents, allies, and all terrain other
than Obstructing Terrain do not block or hinder Line of Sight in any way.

Obstructing Terrain, edges of a Tile where the Tile doesn't connect to
another Tile, Elevation differences, and spaces occupied by opponents,
block Line of Sight. Al I ies do not block Line of Sight, but give a
-1 TO THE ATK ROLL made through them. This effect stacks with
the -1 TOTHEATK ROLL from Hindering Terrain, but not itself.
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N ight inga le spe nds 2 SP to make an Attack and chooses a ta rget to Attac k.
Night inga le has 2 Weapo ns eq ui pped, a Katar and a Longsword. Sin ce
t hese Weapo ns have t he / Ico n, they have a Ra nge of adjacent. Sin ce t he
A nimate is adj ace nt, Night inga le ca n choose it as t he ta rget of her Attack.
Next, Nightinga le must buil d her Combat D ice Poo l using her equi pped
Weapo ns. The Katar grants 1 WHITE
and because it is a LIGHT Weapo n,
the Longsword's COMBO Co nd itio n Tag grants FINESSE: ORANGE
Thi s
makes her Com bat D ice Poo l a WHITE
and an ORANGE

O

O

(i).

• • +2 PHYSICAL OMG

..+2

PHYSICAL DMG

(i).

Night in~ le coul d EMPOWER the Attac k by spe nd in g 1 SP to add the
c:r:J to her Com bat D ice Poo l, but she decl ines to do so.

BLACK

Before ro lling, Night in ga le mu st chec k to see if the ta rget w ill DODGE.
Inte lli ge nt Com bata nts do not DODGE unl ess th ey have an Ab ili ty t hat
says ot herw ise. The A nim ate does not, so it does n't DODGE .

*·

Betwee n the 2 Com bat D ice, she ro ll ed 2111, 3 . , and 1
Night inga le's
Longsword and Katar bot h have an Ab ili ty t hat all ow her to ad d +2
PHYSICAL DMG by spe nd ing 2 • .
Since t hese Ab ilities do not have a Co nd itio n that Ex hausts, Flips, or
ot herw ise says they ca nnot be used more than o nce, there is no limit to
how many times she may add Damage w ith these Symbo ls. Howeve r,
Night inga le may o nl y spe nd eac h Sym bo l ro ll ed o n the Combat D ice o nce.
Night inga le dec ides to spend 2 . fro m her Com bat D ice for +2 PHYSICAL
that she ca nnot spe nd at
t hi s t ime.
DMG . Thi s leaves her w it h a 2111 , 1 . , and 1

Night inga le ro ll s her Com bat D ice Poo l. In t hi s exa m ple, she ro ll s a 6
o n t he ORANGE
and a 7 o n the WHITE
She adds the num be rs
toget her and com pa res it w it h the ta rget's 1~ 1 Defense Value. Sin ce her ro ll
of 13 is equ al to or hi gher t han the A nimate's 1~ 1 Defense Value of 9, she
hi ts!

(i),

0-

*

Now Nighti.._nga le mu st red uce the PHYSICAL DMG she dea lt by the
A nimate's \~ I Armor Value. The A nimate has an 1~ Armor Value of 2,
w hi ch woul d normall y red uce her Attack's Da mage by 2. However, sin ce
Night inga le's Katar has the Tag +2 ARMOR PIERCING as a Passive Ab ility,
she igno res 2 of t he A nim ate's A rmo r, mea ning t he Damage she dea lt is
not redu ced.

If Nightinga le had an Ab ility t hat added TO THE ATK ROLL, she co ul d use
it now. Sin ce she doesn't, she co nt inu es to t he next step of t he Attack,
Determine Damage.

Night inga le mu st now determin e t he Fin al Damage of her Attac k. The
d iffe rence she ro ll ed (4), plu s t he Da mage she ad ded fro m Ab ili t ies (2 ),
minu s the Damage that was subt racted from A rm or (0), equ als a Fin al
Damage of 6. The pl aye r adds 6 Damage toke ns to t he A nim ate.

To Determine Damage, Night ingale mu st fi nd the d ifference by w hi ch she
hi t. 13 - 9 = 4 , so she adds 4 Damage.

Sin ce Night inga le has no Ab ili ties that occur during t he Follow Up step of
her Attac k, her Attack Act io n ends.

Next, Nightinga le ca n spend Sym bo ls and use Ab ilit ies t hat add Damage.

·

ENCOUNTER ACTIONS

·

~---------------fa
A n Encoun te r Act io n is used any time a Spec ial Enco unter Rul e
ca l Is for it or w hen interact ing w it h a Loot to ken.
Ma ny Encounte rs use Loot toke ns. These toke ns are act ivated by
an Adve nturer that is o n or ad j ace nt to t he Loot to ken by using an
En co unter Act io n.
In addi tio n, an Encounte r's Spec ial Encounte r Rul es w ill
occas io nall y all ow Adve nturers to interact w it h Til es in spec ial
ways. W hen t hi s occ urs, an Encounter w ill spec ifica ll y say "As an
Encounter Action" w hen referrin g to t hi s Actio n.

USING ABILITIES
An Ability is anything on an Item, Discipline, Adventurer, Combatant,
or token that a figure may do. Many cards will have 1 or more Abilities
printed on them. Abilities can be used when their Conditions are met.
There are 4 types of Conditions.

2.

Stamina Point (SP) Cost: The amount of SP a player must spend.

Usually this is listed as .

In t he exa mple to the left, the Enco unter's Special Encounte r Rul es
say:
"Movable Rock: As an Enco unte r Act io n, an Adve nturer adj ace nt
to t he Obstructing Terra in to ken o n Tile UM1 may make a
Strength 10 Check. If they pass, t hey may move t he Obstructing
Terra in to ken into any un occupied adj ace nt space."

Thi s mea ns that Rook may Spend 1 SP to make an Encounter
Act io n w hil e adjace nt to the Obs tructing Terra in to ken. If he
passes a Strengt h 10 Chec k (see Skill Checks Pg. 66) he may move
the to ken so t hat it is o ut of the way. Howeve r, sin ce he ca n o nl y
move it to an unocc upied adj ace nt space, he may not move it o n
to t he space that him se lf or t he Cave Sickl e occu pi es.

or

-.EXHAU ST . See

Condition Tags: Tags such a<:
Condition Tags Pg. 30.

3.

Example:

i•atHd•i

1.

and may be listed multiple times.

Text Conditions: Any condition or requirement listed in the text of the

Ability. This could be a variety of requirements or costs.

4.

Symbol Conditions: The symbols a player must spend. These Abilities
may only be used during the "Spend Symbols and use Abilities that
add Damage" step of an attack. See The Attack Action Pg. 43.

IMPORTANT ABILITY RULES:

•

Some Abi Iities have more than 1 of the above Conditions I isted to use
them. In these cases, all the Conditions must be met to use the Ability.

•

Unless otherwise stated, there is no limit to how many times Abilities that
require Symbols can be used, so long as the figure has the Symbols to
spend.

•

Abilities can only be used during your turn and not during an Action
unless their Conditions say otherwise or the Ability occurs at a
specific time.

•

If the Text Condition of an Ability says "At any time", this Ability may
be used during any turn and at the moment that is most beneficial to
the user of the Ability. If the Text Condition of an Abi Iity specifies that
it may happen during an Action such as "When making an Attack",
this Ability may be used at any time during that Action and at the
moment that is most beneficial to the user of the Ability.

•

Any Effects Gained by Abilities with Passive Condition Tags are lost if
the Ability with the Passive Condition Tag is ever un-equipped.

•

Some Abilities have specific targeting parameters that may override
the normal targeting rules for Attacks and Spells.

•

When an Ability is intended to be used on any ally including yourself
it will say "Any ally". When an Ability is intended to be used on any
ally except yourself it will say "Another ally".
#'IMPORTANT: An Adventurer must finish their current Action before
starting another Action.

THE RE-EQYIP ACTION
For 1 SP, the Re-Equip Action lets an Adventurer equip Items from, and
Store Items into, their Pack.
Adventurers may also take Items and Companions from adjacent
Adventurers. However, Adventurers may never give Items or Companions
to another Adventurer. The Adventurer being taken from may also
Re-Equip their Items during this Action, but may not take Items or
Companions from another Adventurer.
Any amount of equippinglun-equippingltaking is allowed for 1 SP.
Items in your Pack stay Flipped, Used or Exhausted until they would normally

be Un-Exhausted, Un-Flipped, or Un-Used.
IMP.@R◄-f~l'SJ ir►:

are equipped.

An Adventurer may only use Abilities on Items that

MASTER WORK
WEAPON UPGRADE

Tip: Using Abilities with "Any time" can be
the difference between winning and losing!
With the Item Upgrade Master Work, an
Adventurer may add +1 TO THE ATK ROLL at
any time it benefits them the most. This means
that they could exhaust this card to add the
bonus after seeing the roll for an Attack.

STAMINA POINTS ON ABILITIES
Some Abilities have an SP Cost as a Condition. This is especially true of
many Disciplines. These Disciplines can be used for the listed (SP) Cost.
If the Discipline doesn't have other Conditions barring it from being used
more t~an once, then an Adventurer may use the Discipline's Ability as
many times as they have the SP to spend for it.

A
B
C
' Reduce the SP cost of this Discipline by 1 if
the target is an ally other than yourself.

Example:

The Discipline Intervention, depicted above, has an
Ability with 3 of the 4 Condition types. A depicts an SP Cost of 1.
B depicts the Exhaust Condition Tag, which will require the
Adventurer to Exhaust this Discipline when its Ability is used.
c shows a Text Condition that specifies that the target must be
within SOI.

ABILITIES THAT START ACTIONS
Some Abi I ities wi 11 use Tags to let players perform Actions, such as the
Move, Attack, or Spel I Actions. Tags that start Actions and also require
specific Icons on ~quipped Weapons (such as the G ATK or & ATK Tag),
can o~ly be used 1f the Adventurer has an equipped Weapon with the
mat_ch1ng I~?~· See Tags Pg. ~2-33 to determine if your Ability starts an
A~t1on. Abil~t1es that start Actions cannot be used during another Action
without ending the current Action first.

PASSIVE CONDITIONS
The Passive Condition Tag grants Abilities to the Adventurer that are
alway~ in eff~ct. Some_ Abilities with the Passive Condition Tag have
spec1f1c requirements 1n order for Adventurers to benefit from the Ability.
A card with 2_ different Abi! i~ies, 1 that has a Passive Condition Tag and
1 that has a different Cond1t1on 1 grants the Ability under the Passive
Condition Tag regardless of whether the other Condition has been met.
Abilities with the Passive Condition Tag can be used even if the card with
the Ability is Exhausted.

WAR AXE
AXE •WAIAU

■§141-1,TJM
Your Attacks Gain:
+1 PHYSICAL DMG

i 1131M1~il

When making a & Attack, if you have
a 2-handed Weapon equipped, you may
re-roll any dice in your Combat Dice Poo l.

Example:

Using the Ability on False Idol, an Adventurer Exhausts
the Discipline card and makes a G ATK. This Attack Action
requires the Adventurer to have a G Icon on an equipped Weapon.
Since the the Adventurer in this example has War Axe equipped,
they are able to use this Ability because it has the G Icon.

Example: Hammer Helm grants the Adventurer +1 PHYSICAL
DMG to their Attacks. In addition, an Adventurer can Exhaust the
Discipline to re-roll any dice in their Combat Dice Poot so long
as they are making a G Attack and have a 2-handed Weapon
equipped. While this card is Exhausted the Adv~nturer still Gains
the bonus to PHYSICAL DMG from the Passive Ability.

DODGE

cl

When being Attacked, a DODGE can be made by the target during the Dodge
step of an Attack Action. For Adventurer's, DODGE costs 1 SP. Intel Iigent
Combatants do not DODGE unless they have an Ability that says
otherwise.

When 2 allies who are not under an effect that would prevent
them from making an Attack are on opposite sides of a target,
they are Flanking. Figures making a / Attack against a target they
are Flanking Gain +1 TO THE ATK ROLL and

When a figure makes a DODGE, they roll the BLACK O. For each. rolled,
the figure adds+ 1 to their Defense. If the
is rolled, no additional
Defense is added.

+3 PHYSICAL DMG.

f

If an Ability refers to "Successfully Dodging an Attack", It means that you
took the DODGE Action and the Attack being made against you missed.

FLANl(ING AND BACl(STAB

fa

Some Abilities give Adventurers and Combatants bonuses only
when they are Flanking a target. Figures with the BACKSTAB Tag
Gain +2 TO THE ATK ROLL and +5 PHYSICAL DMG when making a
/ Attack against a target they are Flanking. Weapons with the.Icon cannot Gain the Flanking bonus.

#'IMPORTANT: Abilities and Dodge Upgrades can add bonuses during
a DODGE. However, if the
is rolled, these Abilities provide no bonus.

f

cl____c_o_u_N_T_E_R_ _ _ _,fa

If a figure Attacks a target and the Attack misses or deals no Final
Damage, the target may use the COUNTER Ability during the
Check if the Target Counters step of the Attack. See The Attack
Action Pg. 43.
Adventurers and Command Combatants may use the COUNTER
Ability for 2 SP. Some Items and Disciplines also have the COUNTER
Tag listed as an Ability but have their own specific costs associated
with it (usually Exhaust). Intelligent Combatants will only COUNTER if
their Combatant Card instructs them to.

To COUNTER, the target being Attacked must have Line of Sight
and be within Range of the figure making the Attack Action. If the
initial figure that made the Attack Action is blocked by a different
opposing figure, that figure may be chosen as the target of the
Counter instead. If these requirements are met, the current Attack
Action immediately ends and the target being Attacked may make
an Attack Action targeting the Attacker.
It is possible for some back and forth to occur when a figure makes a
COUNTER during the Check if the Target Counters step of another
figure's COUNTER. In these cases, after resolving all Attacks granted
by the COUNTER Ability, the figure who's turn it was when the initial

Action was made, would resume their turn.

Example: Rook is Attacked by an adjacent Cave Sickle. The Cave
Sickle rolls a 10, which hits Rook for 1 PHYSICAL DMG. However,
Rook's SHIELD gives him + 1 Armor and reduces the Damage to 0.
Si nee Rook was not dealt Damage from the Attack, Rook can Exhaust
his SHIELD to COUNTER the Attack.

EMPOWER
During the Empower step of an Attack or Spell, a Adventurer may use the
EMPOWER Ability.

To EMPOWER an Attack, an Adventurer spends 1 SP when building their
Combat Dice Pool to add the BLACK
This Die will provide additional
Symbols that can be used on Symbol Abilities during the Attack.

0.

To EMPOWER a SPELL an Adventurer spends 1 SP when Determining the
Force of a SPELL to add the BLACK
Spells cannot normally use Symbol
Abilities. However, when Empowering a SPELL, for each ■ rolled on the
BLACK t;!, add + 1 to the Force of the SPELL.

O.

Depending on whether an Adventurer used the EMPOWER Ability during
an Attack or SPELL determines what the
Symbol does when rolled.

f

f

Attack: If the
is rolled during an Attack, the Attack misses, regardless
of the numbers rolled on the Combat Dice.

f
ri

Spell: If the
is rolled during a SPELL, the SPELL fails to affect the target
and 3 IRREDUCIBLE DMG is dealt to the caster. Some Weapons also list
the BLACK
as part of their Combat Dice. Attacks made with these
Weapons are always Empowered. Empowering in this way does not
cost additional SP.
A SPELL or Attack may never be Empowered more than once.
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THE SPELL ACTION
STEPS FOR CASTING A SPELL

SPELL-LIKE ABILITIES

Many Abilities allow an Adventurer to cast Spells. Whenever an
Adventurer uses an Abi Iity that instructs them to "Cast a SPELL (X)", they
make a Spel I Action to determine if the Spel I affected the target. When an
Adventurer Casts a Spell, they go through the following steps.

Many Abilities have FORCE (X) printed on them. These are called SpellLike Abilities. Whenever an Adventurer uses an Ability or Follow Up
Ability that has a Force Value listed, they go through the following steps.

1. CHOOSE THE TARGET:

1.

Select a single figure within SOI as the target. Some Abilities have
specific targeting parameters that may override this. See SO/ Pg. 45.

2.

DETERMINE THE FORCE

2.

+ DIFFERENCE HIT: These Spell-Like Abilities represent
effects that occur after making Attacks with Weapons and will only
be listed on Follow Up Abilities. To determine the Force of the SpellLike Ability, the figure that made the Attack adds the difference by
which their Attack hit the target to the printed Force on the Ability.

A. FORCE (X)

A. BUILD FORCE POOL: A Force Pool consists of a figures printed Casting

Die or Upgrade.
B. EMPOWER: When casting a SPELL, an Adventurer or Command
Combatant may choose to spend 1 SP to EMPOWER the Spell.
When Empowering a Spell, add the BLACK Oto the Force Pool.

not have+ DIFFERENCE HIT, then the
figure using this Ability does not add anything to the Force Value.

When rolling to determine your Force, for each ■ rolled on the
BLACK 0, add +1 to the Force of the Spell. Intelligent Combatants
will only EMPOWER a Spell if instructed to do so.

3.

To make a Conviction Check, a figure rolls the Conviction dice
printed on their card. If the total number rolled is equal to or greater
than the Spell's Force Value, the Spell is resisted and the Action
immediately ends. However, if the roll is less than the Force Value of
the Spell, the Spell's printed effects occur.

4.

B. FORCE (X): If the Ability does

#'IMPORTANT: You may not EMPOWER Spell-Like Abilities.

3.

RESOLVE THE SPELL'S EFFECT:

THE TARGET MAKES A CONVICTION CHECK:

The target must make a Conviction Check as detailed in step 4 of the
Spel I Action.

THE TARGET MAKES A CONVICTION CHECK:

Each Adventurer and Combatant card has Conviction Dice printed on
it. These 2 dice determine how resistant a figure is to Spells. During
this step, the target makes a Conviction Check to resist the Spel l's
effects.

IDENTIFY FORCE

The Force of a Spell-Like Ability is always printed in one of the
following ways.

The Force of a SPELL determines how difficult the Spell's effects are to
resist.

C. ROLL TO DETERMINE YOUR FORCE: Finally, the figure Casting the
SPELL rolls their Casting die and Empower Die if applicable, and
adds the printed X value on the Spel I to the result. (Usually 6).

IDENTIFY TARGETS:

Spell-Like Abilities printed on Follow Up Abilities must always be
used against the figure that was the target of the Attack. Spell-Like
Abilities used under other Conditions will always specify their target.

4.

RESOLVE THE ABILITIES EFFECT:

If the target of the Spell-Like Ability failed their Conviction Check,
they suffer the Abilities listed effect.
#'IMPORTANT:

•

Spell-Like Abilities do not count as an Action.

SPELLS VS SPELL-LIKE ABILITIES

•

~-----------~',/fa

If the target of the Spel I failed their Conviction Check, they suffer the
Spell's effects. This could be Magic Damage, Negative Effects such
as Poison, or manipulating their position on a Tile. Regardless, the
Spel I's effects are described on the Abi Iity that caused it.

XP:J+

GORE SHOT
Cast a SPELL 6.
If successful, deal 2 MAGIC DMC.

You may take 1 Irreducible DMG to deal

IMPORTANT SPELL RULES:

•

Items and Abilities can upgrade an Adventurer's Casting and
Conviction dice to improve their chances of inflicting and
resisting Spells. See Conviction & Casting Upgrades Pg. 35.

•

The Spell Action is not a Standard Action and can only be made
when an Ability specifically calls for a Spell Action via the SPELL Tag.

•

Abilities that use the Spell Action do not require any specific Weapon
Icons to be used.

•

Spells share a special type of Range and Line of Sight called Sphere
of Influence (SOI). See Sphere of Influence (SOI) Pg. 45.

•

Spells have their own steps that a figure must go through when
instructed to "Cast a SPELL (X)".

•

Spells have a Force Value that must be overcome by the target via a
Conviction Check to resist the effects of the Spell.

•

Allies may purposely fail Conviction Checks when being targeted by
other allies.

additional MAGIC DMG equal to your highest
LVL CRUOR Discipline.

Spell Example:
Gore Shot is a Discipline that costs

1 SP and allows an Adventurer to

Cast a SPELL 6.

Spell-Like A i ity Examp e:
The Warhammer's Ability al lows an Adventurer to Move targets if
they fail the Conviction Check against the Force Value printed on it.
Since this is a Spell-like Ability, it doesn't count as an Action.

cl___________C_A_S_T_IN_G_S_P_E_L_LS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
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Zeke spend s 1 SP to use the Ability on Gore Shot. Sin ce Gore Shot has
the Tag SPELL 6, Zeke wo uld start a Spel I Acti o n.
First, Zeke must c hoose a target. Sin ce no spec ial targeting parameters
are listed on Gore Shot, Zeke may choose any target within SOI. Zeke
chec ks if the Anim ate is within SOI. The Anim ate is 4 spaces away and
within SOI , th erefore, he may target it with Gore Shot.

1!!11!!1 +2 MAG IC DMG

Thi s makes the fin al Force of Gore Shot 13. Next, the Anim ate mu st
make a Co nvi ctio n Chec k to determin e if it is affected by Gore Shot.
Co mbatants have their Co nvi ctio n di ce printed on their ca rds. The
Anim ate has WHITE
and ORANGE
Co nvi ctio n di ce. The Anim ate
ro lls bot h di ce and gets a total of 7.

O

(:o

Cast a SPELL 6.
If successful, deal 2 MAGIC DMG.
You may take 1 Irreducible DMG to deal
additional MAGIC DMG equal to your highest
LVL CRUOR Discipline.

At thi s po int, Zeke co uld o pti o nall y EMPOWER thi s spell , but chooses
not to. Next, Zeke mu st determin e t he Force of Gore Shot by ro l Ii ng hi s
~
Cast ing Di e and adding it to the printed Fo rce of the Spell (6). Normall y
\ thi s would be t he PURPLE 6) printed o n Zeke's Adventurer ca rd. However,
\ Zeke has the Magic Staff equipped.

O so Zeke ca n in crease

\Th e Magic Staff has a Casting Upgrade of WHITE
! he Force Value o n Gore Shot using th e better die.

f

~

s

Zeke ro ll s a 7. Gore Shot has a Force of 6. Zeke add s the 7 he ro ll ed to
the Force of Gore Shot.

If t he Animate had bee n abl e to ro ll a 13 or better, t he Spell would have
fa il ed and Zeke's Spell Actio n wo uld have co ncluded. However, sin ce the
Anim ate ro ll ed less t han the Fo rce of t he Spel I, th e Anim ate succ umbs to
the effect of the Spel I.
Because Gore Shot w as successful , the Anim ate is dea lt 2 MAGIC DMG.
Zeke t hen dec ides to use th e Abili ty printed o n Gore Shot to dea l himse lf
1 IRREDUCIBLE DMG to dea l additio nal MAGIC DMG to th e Anim ate. Zeke
will pl ace 1 Damage to ken o n hi s own ca rd .
Because Zeke 's highest LVL CRUOR Di sc ipline is Gore Shot, Zeke will
dea l the Animate 1 additi o nal MAGIC DMG.
Fini shed with hi s Spell , Zeke dea ls 3 tota l MAGIC DMG to th e Anim ate.
Sin ce MAGIC DMG ca nnot be redu ced by Armor, the Anim ate add s 3
Damage to kens to its ca rd.

USING SPELL-LII<E ABILITIES
ANIMATE
CONVICTION

6)0

Remi' makes an Attack against the Animate using a Great Hammer.

.

' Reriii rolls her Combat Dice and gets a 6, and a 7. In addition, she rolls
6 . , and 4 ■.

+1 PHYSICALDMG

*

+1 PHYSICALDMG

The Animate must now make a Conviction Check against the Spell-Like

Abilities Force of 11.

The total Attack rol I equals 13. This hits the Animate's Defense Value of 9
with a difference rolled of 4 .

*

. During the Determine Damage step of the Attack, Remi spends 6 • and
1
to add +7 PHYSICAL DMG. The Damage added (7) plus the difference
r~I led (4) totals 11 Damage so far.
The Animate has 2 Armor, and Remi does not have ARMOR PIERCING on
.. her Weapon, so the PHYSICAL DMG dealt to the Animate is reduced by
· 2. JheFinal Damage dealt to the Animate is 9. The Animate now adds 9
· D ~mage tokens to its card.
~inally; Remi reaches the Follow Up step of her Attack.

The Follow Up Ability on the Warhammer reads: FU: Spend 1 SP to
PUSH 1 against all adjacent opponents and Inflict Paralyze, Force 7 +
DIFFERENCE HIT.

Her DIFFERENCE HIT (4) adds to the Force of the Spell-Like Ability (7)
totaling 11.

The Animate rolls a 7 and fails the Conviction Check and is pushed 1
space and Inflicted with Paralyze. This resolves the Attack, and Remi
continues her turn.

_______
C_o_m_b_at_a_q_ts_ _ _ _ _ _~fl
GENERAL INFORMATION
Combatant information is printed on cards that contain the rules for all
the figures other than Adventurers. There are 2 types of Combatants.
·

COMBATANT TAGS
CombatantTags are only on certain Combatants. These Tags are listed in the
top right of a Combatant card and have their own special rules. Some Tags
are referenced by other cards and Abilities. The CombatantTags are:

COMMAND
LOYAL ESPER
COST2
LVL 3

•

AVARICE (X): These Combatants carry more wealth than your
average Combatant. When an Adventurer Defeats a Combatant
with the AVARICE Tag, they draw extra Combatant Loot cards.
The X represents the amount of extra cards drawn. For example, an
AVARICE 1 Combatant would give 2 Combatant Loot cards instead of
the norm a I 1 .

•

BOSS: Combatants with this tag represent particularly strong
opponents, players will fight these Combatants during special
Encounters throughout both the Adventure Mode and Crawl Mode.
BOSS Combatant cards are located in Hidden Card decks and will
be revealed whenever a Special Encounter Rule instructs players to
reveal and use it.

1. Command Combatants: Players directly control Command
Combatants. Usually Command Combatants represent characters that
temporarily join the characters on their adventure.
INTELLIGENT
AVARICE 1
DR6

2. Intelligent Combatants: These type of Combatants are used to
automate figures on the board, meaning, no player chooses their
actions. Instead, these figures will make their own decisions.

Some BOSS Combatants have special Monster Loot that players
will Gain when the BOSS is Defeated. If this does occur, a Special
Encounter Rule will instruct them on how to Gain this Monster Loot.
Unless otherwise stated, Bosses drop Combatant Loot as normal,
however, if you draw the Monster Loot Card, you must re-draw.

Regardless of which type of Combatant a player is using, both share much
of the same information. Below is the information and rules that both types
share.
•

ACTIVATION NUMBERS AND GROUPS

using the Conduction Summoning Discipline. The Adventurer that
used Conduction Summoning controls the Combatant card with this
Tag.

Across the top of all Combatant cards, players will find 3 different colored
boxes with numbers in them. These are called Activation Numbers.
Activation Numbers are used to keep track of multiple figures on the game
board. There are 6 different colored base snaps to keep track of different
figures of the same type on the game board.

•

When setting up an Encounter, every figure will have a number associated
with it. This number dictates which colored figure should be placed where on
the board. For example, Cave Sickle 1 would always have a red base snap.
While Cave Sickle 2 would always have a purple base snap and so on.
Activation Numbers determine the order in which Combatant's Activate
when their turn begins, starting with the lowest number and moving up.

•

ESPER: This Tag is used in reference to specific Combatants Abilities
and some Special Encounter Rules.

•

GILDED: These Combatants always give their Monster Loot instead of
a Combatant Loot card.

•

LVL (X): This Tag is used on LOYAL ESPER and CONDUIT Combatants
and indicates what Combatants an Adventurer can and cannot use. An
Adventurer cannot Spawn a LOYAL ESPER or use a CONDUIT whose
LVL is higher than the Adventurer's highest LVL ASSEMBLAGE Discipline.

•

LOYAL ESPER: Combatants with this Tag can be Spawned by
Adventurers through the use of Summoning tokens. The Adventurer
that Spawned a Combatant with this Tag controls the Combatant they
Spawned.

•

SWARM: When a SWARM Combatant is Defeated, no Combatant

Combatant cards with more than 3 copies of a figure will have 2 Combatant
cards with 3 Activation Numbers on each. We call these Groups. Each Group
of Cave Sickles has their own Initiative Card and will activate at different
times. A Group's corresponding Initiative Card is only ever removed from the
Initiative Track when the last figure in the Group is Defeated.

Additionally, Activation Numbers are used to keep track of which figures
have Damage tokens and Effects. When a figure Gains or loses a token, a
a:
token above the c-0rr~nding Activation Number.

DR (X): This Tag is the Difficulty Rating of the Combatant and it indicates

how hard a Combatant is in relation to other Combatants.

©

Cave Sickle

COST (X): This Tag is listed on LOYAL ESPER Combatants and the

number specifies how many Summoning tokens need to be used to
Spawn the LOYAL ESPER.
•

Cave Sickle

CONDUIT: Combatant cards with this Tag are used by Adventurers

Loot is drawn unless it was the last Combatant of its kind in a Group
and its Initiative card is removed. For example, if there is only 1
·
Cave Sickle left in a Group, and that Cave Sickle is Defeated, the
corresponding Cave Sickle Group's Initiative card is removed, and
the Adventurers Gain a Combatant Loot card.
•

TRIVIAL: When a TRIVIAL Combatant is Defeated, no Combatant

Loot is drawn.

in this way is earned even if the entire Party is Defeated.

SHARED ICONS
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Both types of Combatants ~ a n d ~ ) share many
of the same Icons as Adventurers and have the following Icons directly
printed on their cards. A figure with no Casting die listed will never be
required to roll one.

•

Combat Dice

•

Conviction Dice

•

Casting Dice

•

HP, Defense, Movement, Armor

•

UNIQ!.JE LOOT:
Unique Loot is a special type of Combatant Loot Card. Unique Items
represents special Items in Middara that are incredibly difficult to
obtain.
If an Adventurer kills a Combatant and draws the Unique Loot card,
that Adventurer randomly draws a Unique Item of the appropriate Tier
(Loot LVL of the Encounter) from the Unique Item deck.

SYMBOL ABILITIES
•

#'IMPORTANT: When a card is drawn from the Combatant Loot
deck, it is not placed back into the deck until the party is instructed
to Restore Adventurers. If the Combatant Loot deck runs out, then the
Adventurers may not get any more Combatant Loot cards until the
party Restores.

+1 PHYSICAL DMG

*

+2 PHYSICAL DMG

Both types of Combatants ~ a n d ~ ) have a section
where Abilities with Symbol Conditions are located. Whenever a
Combatant makes an Attack Action, they may use the Symbol Abi I ities
printed on their card. Command Combatants may choose which Abilities
to use, but Intelligent Combatants will always use Symbol Abilities to deal
the maximum amount of Damage possible to their opponents.

MULTIPLE COMBATANTS; SAME NAME
Many Combatants have more than 1 figure with the same name that
correspond to 1 Initiative card and Combatant card.
While these Combatants take their turn using the same Initiative card, each
Combatant is separate from other Combatants with the same name. Each
activates separately, their Damage and Effects are tracked separately, and
rules treat each figure as an individual.
When taking a turn with Combatants with the same name, each is
considered to take their own turn. They each go through the Phases of a turn
separately with the only difference being that they share a Combatant card
and so will perform similar Actions to each other.

LARGE BASE FIGURES

In the Adventure Mode, players will usually be instructed to add a
single Unique Card of a specific rarity for sale at the start of a Story
Round. This Item will be for sale until purchased and is never replaced.
Meaning, even if you return to that specific Story Round at a later date,
you will not draw a new Unique Item .
If you return to the same Story Round and you've already purchased
the Unique Item that was previously for sale, then you will not have a
Unique Item available to purchase.

#'IMPORTANT: If you don't purchase a Unique Item and you end up
being instructed to draw a Unique Item during a future Encounter, you
will not shuffle that Unique Item in as one of the possible options as
it is still for sale back at the store. Furthermore, if you do not purchase
Unique Item, or you decide to sell it, this Unique Item is lost and
remove from game for the rest of the adventure.

MONSTER LOOT:
Monster Loot is a special type of Combatant Loot Card. If an Adventurer
ever draws the Monster Loot card, they draw a Monster Loot Item card
with the same name as the opponent they Defeated. Some Combatants
have multiple Monster Loot rewards. For example, the Cave Sickle has
3; Sickle Shell Charm, Sickle Venom, and Chipped Chitin. In these cases,
shuffle them and pull a card from the bottom. If an Adventurer cannot
draw a Monster Loot Item card for the opponent they Defeated, they
shuffle the Monster Loot card back into the Combatant Loot deck and redraw. If the Monster Loot card is the only card left in the Combatant Loot
deck, discard it instead.

Some Combatants have figures that occupy more than 1 space. These figures
have special rules associated with their large size. When drawing Line of
Sight or SOI to or from a figure that occupies multiple spaces, you may
use any space they occupy. In addition, in order for a figure that occupies
multiple spaces to be affected by Terrain, all of the spaces they occupy must
be of the same type ofTerrain.

Monster Loot Items are not only useful as Items, but they may also have
the MATERIAL Tag printed on them. Materials are required to purchase
certain Item Upgrades during the Shop and Train Phase of a Story Round.
Once a Material has been Gained by an Adventurer, so long as the Card
with the MATERIAL Tag is on a Character in the Party or in the Party Stash,
all Item Upgrades associated with that Material will then be available for
purchase at al I Shop and Train Phases. See Item Upgrades Pg. 28.

COMBATANT LOOT CARDS

ITEM LOOT:

When an opponent is Defeated for any reason, Adventurers draw the
top card on the Combatant Loot deck. These cards represent the various
rewards that drop when Defeating opponents.

Item Loot is a special type of Combatant Loot Card. If an Adventurer ever
draws the Item Loot Card, they Roll two WHITE
dice. Depending on
the number rolled, the player will draw a random Item from the current
Loot LVL.

#'IMPORlAl'SJT: Opponents Spawned by other figures do not drop
Combatant Loot.
When Adventurers draw Combatant Loot cards with Gold printed on
them, they will pool these cards into a separate pile and add up the total
at the end of the Encounter to be added to their Party Gold. Gold aquired

6)

For Example, if a player rolled a 8, they would shuffle and draw a random
Relic from the corresponding Encounters Loot LVL.

CO_MMAN
_ _ _D_ C_O_M_B_X_T_'AN_T_S_ _ _----e--<D_)~ INTELLIGENT COMBATANTS
In Middara, Adventurers perform many complex functions and are
intended to maximize customization.~ Combatants on the
other hand, are designed to provide allies to the players that can be
controlled while having all of their Abilities, Items, and various values
wrapped up into one single card.
Command Combatants go through the same steps as Adventurers and
have the same Standard Actions and Abilities available to them. See
Standard Actions Pg. 40.

~ Combatant cards

usually represent opponents to the
Adventurers and are used to automate figures on the board. This way,
players can play against the game cooperatively. The differences between
an Intelligent Combatant and an Adventurer are listed below.
•

An Intelligent Combatant has all the rules to use their corresponding
figure printed on the card. Because of this, Intelligent Combatants do
not equip Items or learn Disciplines.

•

When an Initiative card signals the beginning of an Intelligent
Combatant's turn, every Intel I igent Combatant represented by that
card will take a separate turn in order of their Activation Number. See
Activation Numbers Pg. 54.

Command Combatants are always allies to the Adventurers and are
always control led by the players. These cards are only used when
specifically instructed to do so by a Special Encounter Rule.
The differences between a Command Combatant and an Adventurer are
listed below.
•

A Command Combatant has all the rules to use their corresponding
figure printed on their card. Because of this, Command Combatants
cannot equip Items, learn Disciplines, or Gain XP.

•

Command Combatants may use al I the same Standard Actions and
Abilities as Adventurers except for the Re-Equip Action. (As they
do not equip Items.) If a Command Combatant Gains an Item, the
players may choose which Adventurer Gains the Item instead.

•

When an Initiative card signals the beginning of a Command
Combatant's turn, every Command Combatant represented by that
card will take a separate turn in the order the players choose.

•

A Command Combatant doesn't have equipped Items to determine
the properties of its Standard Attack Action. Instead, every Command
Combatant will have an Ability listed on their card that cost 2 SP and
gives them an Attack Action.

CONDITION TAG USAGE
Command Combatants use the same Condition Tags as Adventurers
presented in the same black box. These Tags function identically to their
counterparts except the-. EXHAUST Condition Tag. When a Command
Combatant uses an Ability with the-. EXHAUST Condition Tag, instead
of Exhausting the card, simply place an Exhausted token over the Ability
that was used. These tokens are removed during the Refresh Phase of that
Combatant's turn.
Command Combatants also use black boxes to display other Tags when
listing Abilities that Command Combatants can perform. In these cases,
players should treat the Tags listed in the black box as they are defined in this
Rulebook.

Example: In the example depicted on the right, the Ability Spear of Ve/ has
both G ATK and REACH 2 listed inside a black box. These Tags instruct the
Player controlling Femke and Diem that if they were to spend 2 SP to use the
Spear ofVel Ability they would make a G ATK at REACH 2.

WHO USES COMMAND CARDS?
Command Combatants are always used by Adventurers and are always
considered Allies.
Typically, Adventurers will use Command Combatants when they use

Summoning tokens to Spawn a LOYAL ESPER to the game board or use the
Conduction Summoning Discipline to change themselves into a CONDUIT,
allowing them to become a monster or change their shape.

SETTING UP INTELLIGENT COMBATANTS
At the start of each Encounter, players deal out each Intelligent Combatant
card that they will be using as evenly as possible among the players.
Intel Iigent Combatants with more than 3 copies of the same figure wil I
have 2 copies of their Combatant card. These cards will have the first set of
Activation Numbers on one card with the other card having the second set
of Activation Numbers. In addition, these cards will have 2 different Initiative
cards.

Example: 6 Cave Sickles start on the board during an

Encounter. One player
would manage the Combatant card for Cave Sickles 1, 2, and 3, and another
player would manage the card for Cave Sickles 4, 5, and 6. Since each Cave
Sickle Group has a different Initiative Card, Cave Sickle 1, 2, and 3 will
activate at a different times than Cave Sickle 4, 5, and 6.

INTELLIGENT COMBATANT TURNS
When an Intelligent Combatant's Initiative card signals the start of their
turn, go through the following steps for each Combatant represented by
the Initiative card, finishing the steps for the 1st figure before moving on
to the next one.

1.

START OF TURN PHASE:
Resolve Abilities and Effects that occur at the start of a turn.

2.

STATUS PHASE:

Miffi•l9 Tag occur during

Any Effects and Abilities that have the
this Phase. See Pg. 7 4 for a Ii st of Effects.

3.

ACTIVATION PHASE:
Go through the Combatant's Al Steps one at a time until one of the
conditions is true. Then, perform the instructions listed under the true
condition .

4.

END OF TURN PHASE:
Resolve Abilities and Effects that occur at the end of a turn.
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ACTIVATION NAME OR NUMBER:

IDIE~

If t here are mul tiple figures usin g t he
same Com bata nt Ca rd, these names or
numbers are used to keep track of w hi ch
.

TWIN SIVANI

figures.

BEST FRIENDS

STAMINA RECOVERY BAR:

Femke & Diem count as 2 separate figures with
separate HP and SP. When Spawned, both
figures are placed on the board.

The red dots in d icate how many Stamin a
Po in ts (SP) a Com bata nt Ga in s eac h turn
and t he tota l amo un t of dots denote t he
max imum number of Stamin a Po in ts (SP)
t hat a Combata nt may have at any time.

EVERYTHING YOU WANT
Once per turn,
she may re-roll
Once per turn,
she may re-roll

.

when Femke misses an Attack,
her Attack roll.
when Diem misses an Attack,
her Attack roll.

COMBATANT CARD TYPE AND
COMBATANT TAGS:

NIMBLE
SPEAR OF VEL Nil@ IHM!lii

Com bata nt ca rds ca n be o ne of two
types, either Co mm and or Intelligent.
Com bata nt card s may also have
Combatant Tags. See Combatants Pg. 54 .

VEL STRll(E Nil@ 19%iilii

COMBATANT NAME

EMPOWER

The name of the Combata nt.

Once per turn, DODGE.

RAPID ASSAULT

PASSIVE ABILITIES:

fl

Make up to 4
ATKS against the
same opponent within REACH 2.

A ny Ab ilit ies w ith t he +PASS IVE
Tag are li sted here.

ABILITIES:

CO NVICTI O N :

6):5)

The SP Ico n in d icates how many SP
an Ab ili ty costs the Combata nt to use.
O n the ri ght, t he name of the Ab ili ty is
li sted alo ng w it h its Co nd it io ns and Tags.
U ndern eath the Ab ility's name is the
Ab ili ty text.

CASTIN G: -

SYMBOL ABILITIES

•

The Sym bo ls t he Com bata nt may use
during an Attack Act io n.

CONVICTION AND CASTING DICE

MOVEMENT:

Every Co mbata nt ca rd has Co nvict io n
d ice. Some also have a Cast in g d ie. A
Com bata nt w ill use t heir Co nvict io n d ice
w hen mak ing Co nvict io n Checks and
t heir Cast ing d ie w hen mak ing a Spe ll
Act io n. A Figure w it h no Casting D ice
li sted w ill neve r be req uired to ro ll o ne.

Thi s is t he Com bata nt's base Movement
Va lue and determin es how many spaces
the Combatant may move w hen making a
Move Act io n.

HEALTH (HP):
The Com bata nt's max imum HP. Damage
toke ns are ad ded to t he Com bata nt ca rd
and if a Com bata nt's Da mage eq uals t heir
max imum HP, they are Defeated.

DEFENSE:
Thi s va lu e determin es how d ifficu lt t he
Com bata nt is to hit.

ARMOR:
The amo unt of PHYSICAL DMG t he
Com bata nt red uces w hen be ing dea lt
Da mage.

COMBAT DICE:
The d ice the Com bata nt uses to form
their Com bat D ice Poo l w hen mak ing
an Attac k.

INTELLIGENT COMBATANTS

CONTINUED

ACTIONS AND ABILITIES
Players controlling Intelligent Combatants take Actions and use Abilities
using most of the same rules as Adventurers and follow the same
restrictions. Below are some key differences worth noting.
•

Since Intel Ii gent Combatants have all of their relevant information
printed on their card, players should always reference the Intelligent
Combatant's card when acting.

•

When using an Abi Iity that al lows an Intel Iigent Combatant to spend
Symbols, the players must spend as many Symbols as they can to
cause the most Damage possible.

•

Instead of using Stamina Points, Intelligent Combatants do the first
I isted Al Step with a true condition. Any Al Step that starts an Action
is concluded before players continue reading further through the Al
Step.

Al STEPS
During an Intelligent Combatant's Activation Phase they will go through their

Al Steps.
The Al Steps section on the Intelligent Combatant card contains the
Abilities and Actions an Intelligent Combatant might take during their
turn.
The Al Steps are listed in the order in which they will occur if their
conditions are met.
Starting from the top of the Combatant's Al Steps, players check to see if
the bolded condition is true. If it is not, the players continue down to the
next balded condition. Players continue in this fashion until a condition is
true. The Combatant then follows the instructions listed beneath the true
condition.
If an Al Step instructs the Combatant to make an Attack or cast a Spell, the
Combatant will select its target from only the figures within Range or SOI.
After following the listed instructions on an Al Step, players, must check
to see if it instructs them to "CONTINUE DOWN." If so, the Combatant
will continue down until they find the next Al Step with a true condition.
Otherwise, their activation ends.
If there are no remaining true conditions in the Al Steps section, then the
Combatant's Activation Phase ends.

IMPORTANT Al RULES:
•

Move Actions will still be made by Intelligent Combatants even if it
would mean they move O spaces.

•

If an Intelligent Combatant does not have an Al Step with a true
condition, they will do nothing.

•

Very rarely, an Al Step will have a true condition but the instructions
listed beneath the true condition cannot be performed. If none of the
instructions listed beneath a true condition can be performed, players
should treat that condition as false.

•

Very rarely, an Al Step or Special Rule might instruct an Intelligent
Combatant to make an Attack or Cast a Spell against a specific target
but the target has since been moved out or Range, been Defeated,
or is otherwise no longer a legal target. In these cases, the Attack or
Spell will not be made and any further instructions that would require
this Attack or Spell to have been made will also not be made.

GOLDEN RULES
To prevent the Al from being abused by player decisions,
there are 4 golden rules that must be followed when
Activating an Intelligent Combatant.

MULTIPLE CHOICES
Sometimes, a Combatant will have more than one option
available to them on their turn. If an Al Step instructs an
Intelligent Combatant to make an Action with more than one
option, such as Inflicting 2 different Effects, they will choose
the option that the players deem most detrimental to the
Adventurers.

HURTING THEMSELVES
Sometimes, a Combatant's Al Step will instruct them to do
something that might hurt or Defeat them, such as Jumping
over Dangerous Terrain or provoking Break Attacks. They
will take all Actions as written on their Combatant card even
if it may hurt them. However, if they can still complete the
instruction as written without the risk of hurting themselves,
they will take the less risky path. This would include such
things as moving around Dangerous Terrain if they can still
reach their target destination while doing so.
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ACTIVATION NAME OR NUMBER:

,U-

f ..

If t here are mul tiple figures usin g t he
same o m ata nt ar , t ese names or
numbers are used to keep track of w hi ch
toke ns have bee n ass igned to w hi ch
figures.

.ftllintate

I
_.

1 1
~~t~i~?! ! ~ ~ th~ Z~a te hits w ith a n Attac k,
FU: Ma ke a nother Attac k w ith th e same Ra nge a nd
Da mage Type aga in st th e same ta rget.

COMBATANT CARD TYPE AND
COMBATANT TAGS:
Com bata nt ca rds ca n be o ne of two
types, either Co mm and or Intelligent.
Com bata nt ca rds may also have
Com bata ntTags. DR, or d ifficul ty rat ing,
is used to rank eac h Com bata nt in term s
of how tough t hey are to Defeat. DR is
also refere nced occas io nall y in some
Spec ial Enco unter Rul es.

HEAVY CLEAVE
Th e fir st time eac h turn th e Animate ma kes a n Attac k
aga inst a n adj ace nt oppo ne nt, it w ill EMPOWER the Attac k.

~;>+---------Does the Animate have Damage?
HEAL 2.
CONTINUE DOWN

♦

♦

♦

Is there an opponent adjacent?
Ma ke a f,ATK.
THEN: MOVE up to 2 spaces fa rth er fro m the target. Thi s movem
does not provo ke Brea k Attac ks.

COMBATANT NAME:
The name of the Com bata nt.

Is there an opponent within SOI?
Cast a SPELL 6, prioritiz in g th e oppo ne nt w ith th e lowest
Convicti o n Va lu e w ithout Darkn ess. Infli ct Darkn ess.
THEN: Ma ke a & 4 ATK, prioriti z in g a n oppo ne nt w ith Darkness .
THEN: MOVE toward s th e nea rest oppon e nt.
THEN: Ma ke a f,ATK aga in st th e oppo ne nt w ith the most Da mage.
Can it Move and Attack an opponent within Range 4?
to be at up to Ra nge 4 from th e nea rest oppo ne nt.
THEN: Ma ke a & 4 ATK.

MOVE

Iii. +1 PHYSICAL DMG
CONV ICTI O N:

OG)

CASTIN G:

O

•

MOVEMENT:
Thi s is t he Co mbata nt's base Movement
Va lue and determin es how many spaces
t he Com bata nt may move w hen making
a Move Act io n.

DEFENSE:
Thi s va lue determin es how di fficul t t he
Com bata nt is to hi t.

Al STEPS:
W hen an Inte lligent Com bata nt act ivates,
t hey go through t heir Al Steps to
determin e w hat t hey do. Eac h Al Step is
preceded by a ba lded co nd it io n. W hen
a true co nd itio n is foun d, fo l low t he
in st ru ct io ns I isted undern eath it. After
com pleting t he Al Step, t he Com bata nt 's
turn ends unl ess Continue Down is
li sted.

SYMBOL ABILITIES:

Every Com bata nt card has Co nvict io n
d ice. Some also have a Cast ing d ie. A
Com bata nt w ill use t heir Co nvict io n d ice
w hen mak ing Co nvict io n Checks and
t heir Cast ing d ie w hen mak ing a Spell
Act io n. A Fi gure w it h no Cast in g D ice
li sted w ill never be required to ro ll o ne.

HEALTH (HP):

+ PA SS IVE

The Sym bo ls t he Com bata nt may use
during an Attack Act io n.

CONVICTION AND CASTING DICE:

Th e Com bata nt's max imum HP. Damage
toke ns are added to the Combata nt ca rd
and if a Com bata nt's Da mage eq uals their
max imum HP, they are Defeated .

PASSIVE ABILITIES:
A ny Ab ilit ies w it h t he
Tag are li sted here.

ARMOR:
The amo unt of PHYSICAL DMG t he
Com bata nt red uces w hen be ing dea lt
Damage.

COMBAT DICE:
The di ce t he Com bata nt uses to form
t heir Com bat D ice Poo l w hen making
an Attack.

INTELLIGENT COMBATANTS

CONTINUED

TARGETING PRIORITY

MOVING "FARTHER"

An Intelligent Combatants Al Steps will usually specify which figure
wi 11 be targeted when an Intel I igent Combatant takes an Action or uses
Abilities. Sometimes, this will be something specific like the opponent
with the lowest HP, or the target with the lowest Armor Value. Other
times, it simply doesn't specify.

Intelligent Combatant cards will sometimes instruct a Combatant to move
farther from a space or a figure. When this occurs the Combatant will
move one space farther away from the target or space following normal
movement rules.

In both cases, players will refer to the specific Action being used to
determine eligible targets. For Attack Actions, targets must be within the
listed Range and within Line of Sight. For Spell Actions, targets must be
within SOI. If the Al Step of an Intel I igent Combatant further specifies
a target, targets meeting the specific criteria are considered the eligible
targets for that Action.

"THEN"

If there are ever multiple eligible targets, even after a more specific target
is identified, Combatants wil I prioritize the target that is closer to the front
of the Initiative Track.

It's possible that an Al Step can not do all of the I isted "THEN" steps in its
instructions. In these cases, it will skip the current "THEN" in the Al Step.

Example: An Al

Step instructs a Cave Sickle to make a G ATK against
the target with the most Damage. There are 2 eligible targets, both are
within Range, which is adjacent, and they both have the same amount
of Damage. Out of the two, the target closer to the front of the Initiative
Track would be the target of the Attack.

"UP To" VS "WITHIN"
If an Intelligent Combatant card references "up to" in its Al Steps, then the
Combatant will attempt to use the maximum value if able. If they cannot,
then they wil I use as much as they can.
If an Intelligent Combatant card references "within," then the Combatant
will use the Action or Ability without consideration to maximum Ranges
or values.

Example: The Animate's

Intelligent Combatant card says

"Move up to 2 spaces farther from the target."
This means the Animate will always move 2 spaces farther from their
target unless they cannot. In that case, they will move as many spaces as
they are able.
If the Animate's Intelligent Combatant card instead said, "Move to be
within 4 spaces of the nearest opponent." then the Animate would find
the nearest opponent. If that opponent was already 4 or fewer spaces
away, then the Animate would not move at all. Otherwise, it would move
until it was within 4 spaces of the nearest opponent.
#'IMPORTANT: Some Abilities that Adventurers control will use the
language "up to" when referring to things like moving and range. In the
case of an Adventurer controlling the Ability, they are not required to
use the maximum listed spaces.

"NEAREST" AND "FARTHEST"
Intelligent Combatant cards will sometimes reference Nearest or Farthest.
When determining what is Nearest and what is Farthest players should
count out the number of spaces, counting diagonally if necessary, to
the target figures or spaces. The nearest space to a figure is always an
adjacent space. This counting is done at a 1-for-1 conversion and does
not follow the rules for Movement, Range, or SOI. Instead, simply count
the shortest path to any non-obstructing terrain spaces.

Sometimes, Al Steps have instructions to perform individual Abilities or
Actions separated by the word "THEN". When this occurs, the current
Ability or Action being performed ends and a new line of instruction
begins.

#'IMPORTANT: Players must always check if the Al Step has
"CONTINUE DOWN" listed, even if the "THEN" instructions above it
couldn't be fulfilled.

♦

~ the~ o;onent within SOI?

....

Cast a SPELL 6, prioritizing the opponent with the lowest
Conviction Value without Darkness. Inflict Darkness.
THEN: Make a$ 4 ATK, prioritizing an opponent with Darkness.
THEN: MOVE towards the nearest opponent.
•
THEN: Make a flATK against the opponent with the most Damage~

'

Example:

The Animate has an Al Step with the following
condition: "Is there an opponent within SOI?"

Assuming this is true, the Animate will cast a Spell that inflicts
Darkness. THEN, it will make a Ranged Attack prioritizing an
opponent with Darkness. THEN, it will move adjacent to the
nearest opponent. THEN, it will make a Melee Attack against the
adjacent opponent with the most Damage ...
If no Adventurers were inflicted with Darkness, the Animate would
attack any opponent within Range 4.
If it couldn't move adjacent to the nearest opponent, this THEN
instruction in the Al Step would be skipped.
The next THEN instruction explains that the Animate will Attack an
adjacent opponent. If there is no adjacent opponent the Animate
will do nothing.
Since this Animate doesn't "CONTINUE DOWN" at the end of this
Al Step, its activation would end.

#'IMPORTANT: Intelligent Combatants will always consider only the
possible targets for an action unless they specifically state otherwise.
For example, if an Attack would target the figure with the most
Damage, it will target the figure with the most Damage in Range.

~---------D_IS_C_I_P_LI_N_E_AB_I_L_IT_Y_T_RE_E_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
ASSEMBLAGE
LVL 1 ►
□ Banished Knowledge
□ Euthanasia
□ Forebode
□ Familiar
□ Tavta
□ Tristram
□ Yuxa
□ Animism
□ Perfect Love
□ Last Laugh
□ Sanctuary

LVL 2

►

□ BFF

□
□
□
□
□
□

Imposed Paradigm
Possession
Ruination
Fortune Telling
Summoning
Conduction Summoning

LVL 3 ►
□ Exalted Summoning
□ The Pessimist
□ Helping Hands
□ Resonance
□ Friends With Benefits

CRUOR
LVL 1 ►
Wretched Tether
CrumblingTime
Imbued Fear
□ Gore Shot
□ Oxygen Syphon
□ Corrosive Ideal
□ To Faust
□
□
□

LVL 2 ►
Abbadon's Subtelty
Blood Pact
Blood Toil
RootThe Mind
In Dreams
Soul Steal
Organic Liquify

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

LVL 3 ►
Aura Of Hate
In Secret
Life Grasp
Sinful Privilege
Soul Pact

□
□
□
□
□

MARTIAL

E
0

LVL 1 ►
□ Anticipated Attack
□ Blade Works
□ Chains of Command
□ Critical Defense
□ Hammer Helm
□ Fortuitous Homicide
□ Nirvana's Mark

LVL 2 ►
Blood Rage
Onslaught
Gigas Grip
Mage Breaker
Physically Perfected
Promise
Whirlwind

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

LVL 3 ►
Morbid Envy
Bring the Wrath
Nemesis Enforcement
Dead End
Relentless Feign

□
□
□
□
□
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SANCTUS
LVL 1 ►
Aspect
Guardian Angel
Intervention
Living Bulwark
Magic Armor
Courage Stifle
Mend

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

LVL 2 ►
Acension
Soul Clear
From The Grave
Fervor
Paradigm Assault
Proof of Divinity
Salvation

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

LVL 3 ►
Greater Existance
Font Of Renewal
Wings Manifest
Aura Of lnvicibility
Zealous Reprisal

□
□
□
□
□
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SUBTERFUGE
LVL 1 ►
Trick Shot
Fol low Through
Ki 11 The Messenger
Like The Shadows
□ Precise Strike
□ Quick Blow
□ Speed Injustice
□
□
□
□

LVL 2 ►
Acid Splash
False Idol
Shame OfThe Otaku
Paralyzing Point
Friend Over Foe
Down The Masses

□
□
□
□
□
□

□

C.Q.C.

LVL 3 ►
Murder Circus
Profound Intuition
Rapid Reload
Jack Of All Blades
□ Ninjutsu
□
□
□
□

LVL 4
□ Felled After I ife
□ Soul Bond

□ The Tower Reversed
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EXAMPLE 1
The Animate begins with the Start ofTurn Phase. There are no Abilities that occur in the Start ofTurn or Status Phases, so the Animate moves on to the
Activation Phase. This Animate is adjacent to 3 Adventurers and has 3 Damage tokens on its card. At the start of the Activation Phase, players check
the Animate's card to make sure there are no relevant Passive Abilities that may occur during the Animate's turn. Both of the Animate's Passive Abilities
happen when the Animate is Attacking, so the players will keep those Abilities in mind as they continue to the Animate's Al Steps.

ANIMATE

INTELLIGENT

Since the Animate has Damage tokens on its card (D), its first Al Step's
balded condition (ID) is true. This means that the Animate will HEAL 2.
The player removes 2 Damage tokens from the Animate, making its total
Damage 1.

CHAINS OF PERDITION
The first time each turn the Animate hits wit h an Attack,

FU: Make anoth er Attack wit h the same Range and Damage
type agai nst th e same target.

HEAVY CLEAVE
The first time eac h turn th e Animate makes an Attack aga in st
an ad jacent oppone nt, it wi ll EMPOWER the Attack.

Since the Al Step has CONTINUE DOWN listed in its instructions, the
players continue to the next balded condition (II).
The second Al Step occurs if there is at least 1 opponent adjacent to the
Animate. Since there are 3 opponents adjacent, the Condition is true.
The Animate makes a / ATK. Since the Al Step did not specify a target
and there are 3 eligible targets, players check to see which Adventurer's
Initiative card is closer to the front of the Initiative Track. In this example,
Rook's Initiative card is at the front of the Initiative Track (0), so he is the
target.

Does the Animate have Damage?
HEAL 2.
CONTINUE DOWN

Is there an opponent adjacent?
MakeaGATK.
THEN: Move up to 2 spaces farther from the target. This movement
does not provoke Break Attacks.

The Animate builds its Combat Dice Pool using its listed Combat Dice (m)
of TEAL
and ORANGE
Checking the Passive Ability Heavy Cleave
(El), the players determine that it will occur during this Attack since this is
the first Attack the Animate will make against an adjacent opponent this
turn. So the Animate adds the BLACK
to its Combat Dice Pool.

(r).

G

IS;)

Is there an opponent within SOI?
Cast a SPELL 6, prioritizing the opponent with the lowest
Conviction Value without Darkness. Inflict Darkness.

&

THEN: Make a
4 ATK prioritizing an opponent
with Darkness. THEN: MOVE towards the nearest opponent.
THEN: Make a OATK against the opponent with the
most Damage.

Can it Move and Attack an opponent within Range 4?

Rook declines to Dodge and the Animate rolls a TEAL

MOVE to be at up to Range 4 from the nearest opponent.
THEN: Make a <, 4 ATK.

(cl 3 for a total of 10. It also rolls s I
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+ 1 PHYSICAL DMG
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+2 PHYSICAL DMG •
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G 7 and ORANGE

and 2 •·

This beats Rook's •~ 1 Defense Value by 1 and the Attack hits.
During the Determining Damage Step of the Attack, the Animate spends
2 . and 2
to add +2 PHYSICAL DMG (tiJ). Including the difference
rolled to hit, the PHYSICAL DMG determined is 3. (A difference of 1, and
+2 Physcial Damage from symbols.)

I

The Damage would then be reduced by Rook's .~ Armor Value, but since
he has no Items equipped with an .~ Armor Value, his 1~ 1Armor Value is
0 so the Damage is not reduced.

ROOK

CONVICTION:

6:X:i)

The Final Damage of the Attack is 3 and Rook adds 3 Damage tokens to
his card.
After the Animate concludes its Attack, it would normally continue to
the next "THEN" in the Al Step. However, since it hit with an Attack, the
Passive Ability CHAINS OF PERDITION <E)) is used, and the Animate
Attacks the same target again.

CHAINS OF PERDITION
The first time each turn the Animate hits with an Attack,

FU: Make another Attack with the same Range and Damage
type against the same target.

HEAVY CLEAVE
The first time each turn the Animate makes an Attack against
an adjacent opponent, it will EMPOWER the Attack.

II-+

~ oes the Animate have Damage?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_,,;.
HEAL 2.

CONTINUE DOWN

Is there an opponent adjacent?
MakeafiATK.
THEN: Move up to 2 spaces farther from the target. This movement
does not provoke Break Attacks.

Is there an opponent within SOI?
Cast a SPELL 6, prioritizing the opponent with the lowest
Conviction Value without Darkness. Inflict Darkness.

&

THEN: Make a
4 ATK prioritizing an opponent
with Darkness. THEN: MOVE towards the nearest opponent.
THEN: Make a

G ATK against the opponent with the

most Damage.

Can it Move and Attack an opponent within Range 4?
MOVE to be at up to Range 4 from the nearest opponent.
THEN: Make a

& 4 ATK.

*.,
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After casting the spell, the Animate continues to its next "THEN" listed in
its Al Step (I)).
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The Animate now makes a .- 4 ATK prioritizing an opponent with
Darkness. Since Remi (II) now has Darkness, she is chosen as the target.

After using Chains of Perdition, the Animate continues to the next "THEN"
in its Al Step (II).

The Animate builds its Combat Dice Pool using its Combat Dice (m).
Since its HEAVY CLEAVE (El) Passive Ability only works when making an
Attack against an adjacent opponent, the Animate doesn't EMPOWER this
Attack.

The Animate Moves towards the nearest opponent. To determine the
nearest opponent, players count out spaces following the rules for Range.
Because Zeke is the nearest opponent, and the Animate has no other
way to reach Zeke, the Animate will jump the two gaps required to get
adjacent to Zeke. The Animate must make two Skill Checks by rolling the
BLACK (i). If the
is rolled on either space Jumped, the Animate would
be Defeated. The Animate rolls twice, passes both rolls, and arrives at (0).

Remi is given the option to DODGE but cannot due to Darkness.

The Animate rolls a TEAL O 4 and ORANGE (i) 6 for a total of 10. It also
rolls 1 IIJ and 1 •· This exceeds Rem i's
Defense Value of 8 (-1 due
to Darkness) by 2 and the Attack hits. The Animate then spends the two
Symbols to add +1 PHYSICAL DMG to the Attack ((iJ).

,i ,

The 3 determined PHYSICAL DMG is then reduced by Rem i's \~ I Armor
Value of 1 granted by her Cuirass. The Cuirass also has an-. EXHAUST
Ability to reduce PHYSICAL DMG by 2, which Remi will now use. Remi's
Armor Value of 1 pl us the PHYSICAL DMG reduced by the Cuirass (2)
reduces the Damage done to her to 0. She's lucky!

1!J

But... Even though the Attack did no Final
Damage, the Attack still hit, and because Remi
was the first opponent the Animate hit with an
Attack this turn, the Animate's Passive Ability
Chains Of Perdition (11) triggers and it makes
another.- 4 ATK against Remi.
Since Remi can't DODGE, the Animate will
just roll its Combat Dice Pool (m). It gets a
TEAL

O 3 and ORANGE (i) 2, for a total of 5.

This does not beat Rem i's

i~ ,

Defense Value of

8 and the Attack misses. Phew!

EQUIPPED ARMOR

f

Then, the Animate makes a / ATK against the opponent with the most
Damage. Since Zeke is the only opponent within Range, he is chosen
as the target. Checking the Passive Ability Heavy Cleave (r.1), the players
determine that it will occur during this Attack since this is the first Attack
the Animate will make against an adjacent opponent this turn. So the
Animate adds the BLACK (i) to its Combat Dice Pool. Zeke is given the
option to Dodge but declines.

-- ~r■-l

Im ~ ~

The Animate rolls a TEAL O 7 and an ORAN~E (i) 7, for a total of 14 . .
It also rolls 7 IIJ and 3 • · This beats Zeke's f~ • Defense Value by 5. The ,
Animate then Determines Damage and spends 3 IIJ and 3 • to add +3
PHYSICAL DMG (tiJ) for a total of 8 PHYSICAL DMG. (A difference of 5,
and +3 Physical Damage from symbols.)
The 8 PHYSICAL DMG is then reduced by Zeke's \!I Armor Value of 1
granted by the Cuirass he has equipped. Like Remi, Zeke will use the
Cuirass' .. EXHAUST Ability to reduce 2 more PHYSICAL DMG. Zeke's
1! 1Armor Value of 1 pl us the PHYSICAL DMG reduced by the Cuirass (2)
reduces the Damage done by 3. The Final Damage of 5 is dealt to Zeke.
He adds 5 Damage tokens to his card.
Al steps continue to be considered until there is a step that is true that
does not have "CONTINUE DOWN" listed. Since this Al step (II) was true,
but does not have "CONTINUE DOWN" listed, the Animate concludes his
turn. If there was another Animate on the board it would now take its turn
starting from the top of its Intelligent Combatant card's Al steps.

_ _ _ _ _O_t_h_e_r_Im------=---p_or_t_an_t_R_u_l_e_s- - - - ~ f l
Special Encounter Rules and Adventure Mechanics will sometimes
require Adventurers or Combatants to make Skill Checks. These Skill
Checks represent various non-combat challenges the players may be
faced with.
Depending on whether the figure is an Adventurer, Combatant, the rules
for making a Skill Check are different.
Skill Checks might require a specific figure, multiple figures, or a random
figure to pass them. Whether a Skill Check passes or fails, the instructions
will tell the players how to proceed.

ADVENTURER SKILL CHECKS

O

To make a Skill Check, the Adventurer rolls 2 PURPLE
and adds the
appropriate Skill Value (Example: Perception, Strength, Lore, etc.) from
their Adventurer card. If the total is equal to or greater than the listed Skill
Check, they pass.
Some Abilities will modify Skill Checks or Skill Values. Only Abilities with
a Passive Condition Tag may modify Skill Checks that occur outside of
Encounters. In these cases, the Ability must also be used by an Adventurer
currently in the Active Party

COMBATANT SKILL CHECKS
Combatants may have to make Skill Checks. ~Combatants,
Combatants, Loyal Espers, and Conduits can all make the
same Ski 11 Checks as Adventurers. However, si nee Combatants do not
have printed Skill Values like Adventurers, anytime a Combatant is
required to make a Skill Check they will roll the BLACK
Any roll other
than the
is considered to pass the Check.

~

f

0.

#'IMPORTANT: An ~Combatant will never Jump more
than 2 spaces in a single Jump Check. If the condition of an Intelligent
Combatant's Step would require a Jump of more than 2 spaces, then
the condition is considered false.

To check if the Jump was successful, make an Agility 10 Skill Check. For
each additional space Jumped over after the first, add +2 to the difficulty
of the Skill Check.
If 1 or more allies are adjacent to the space the Adventurer is Jumping out
of, they may add a single ally's Strength to their roll when making the
Ski I I Check, as the ally gives them a boost.
If an Adventurer fails the Skill Check and an ally is adjacent to the space
they are Jumping into, the ally may attempt to catch them by making
a Perception Skill Check with a difficulty equal to the difficulty of the
Agility Check that was failed.
If an Adventurer fails the Skill Check and an ally does not pass a
Perception Check to catch the Adventurer, or if there isn't an Adventurer
to try and catch them, the Adventurer lands on the first space they
attempted to Jump over and the Ability or Action that granted the
Movement ends. Both Move Actions and free Movement can no longer
be made by the Adventurer during the remainder of their turn.
If the Adventurer passes the Ski 11 Check, place the Adventurer's figure
on the space they chose when starting their Jump. The Adventurer then
continues their Movement.

#'IMPORTANT: If an Adventurer fails a Jump Check that includes
any Terrain that would otherwise defeat them, and they are not caught
by an ally, that Adventurer is Defeated regardless of what space they
started the Jump Check from.

COMPANIONS
Companions represent characters in the story that help out the players
in the Adventure Mode. Typically, these will be found in Hidden Card
deck. These cards do not count against an Adventurer's Item limits,
but an Adventurer is limited to having only 1 Companion equipped.
Companions can not be Stored in the Pack, but they may be Stored in the
Party Stash. (Thematically they're doing their own thing.)

JUMPING
During an Adventurer's movement, they may choose to Jump over spaces
which they would otherwise prefer to not move through.
Jumping is defined as moving over 1 or more spaces without being
affected by the Terrain's effects (Reduced Movement, being Defeated,
etc).
Jumping may only be done during a Move Action or free Movement
and Jumping over spaces expends Movement Points in the same way
Movement does.
During Movement, an Adventurer declares that they are Jumping.
Designate a space for the Adventurer to end their Jump on. Each space
jumped over requires a Movement Point, just like normal movement.
The space being Jumped out of must be an unoccupied Normal Terrain
space.
The space(s) being Jumped over cannot be occupied by another figure.
The space being Jumped into may be any type of Terrain, but cannot be
occupied by another figure.

Example:
If Zeke jumps over A and then continues to jump over B he
would make two Agility 10 checks. If he failed either of these Skill
Checks, he would immediately end his Move Action in the first
space he failed to Jump over.

BEING DEFEATED

COMPONENT LIMITS

When a figure Gains Damage tokens equal to their maximum HP,
they are Defeated. Figures can never have more Damage tokens than
their maximum HP. Adventurers and allied Combatants do not remove
Damage tokens once Defeated. If an Ability or Effect would cause an
Adventurer to become Defeated, they take Irreducible Damage equal to
their remaining HP.

If you are instructed to Spawn a figure or token and all of copies of
these components are already in play, do not Spawn anything. Items and
Disciplines are also limited by the components included in the game box.

As soon as a figure is Defeated they must immediately remove their
corresponding Initiative Card from the Initiative Track. When this
happens, the other Initiative Cards collapse to fill in the empty space.

No Value can be reduced below 0. This includes Attack rolls, Damage,
Range, or any other number. If an Effect, Ability, or Action would reduce
a value below 0, that value is O instead.

Defeated Adventurers and allied Combatants return to play during the
Setup of the next Encounter. During the Prepare Phase, al I Defeated
Adventurers or Adventurers with more Damage tokens than half of their
max HP remove Damage tokens until they have Damage tokens equal to
half of their max HP.
If an Encou nter's Rewards instruct players to Restore, al I Adventurers
and allied Combatants remove a// Damage tokens, including Defeated
Adventurers and allied Combatants.

DYNAMITE
Dynamite tokens are tokens that wil I explode and deal Damage to al I
those near them. Dynamite tokens exist in one of two states, Lit and
Unlit. Anytime a Dynamite token is placed on the board for any reason it
becomes Lit. Dynamite tokens that start on the board are already Lit.
At the end of the next round after a Dynamite token becomes Lit it will
explode. When a Dynamite token explodes, all figures on or adjacent
to the token are dealt 3 PURPLE O of IRREDUCIBLE DMG and any Loot
tokens on or adjacent to the token are discarded. An Adventurer adjacent
to a Lit Dynamite token may spend 1 SP to make a Presence 10 Check. If
they pass, they bravely pick up the Dynamite, which stays Lit.
An Adventurer with a Lit or Unlit Dynamite token may spend 1 SP to
place a Dynamite token on any space within Range 4 and Line of Sight.
Opponents block this Line of Sight, but allied figures do not.
Dynamite tokens that a figure has are considered to be occupying the
same space as that figure. Any Dynamite token caught in the explosion
of another Dynamite token also explodes. (Including any unlit Dynamite
equipped or in your pack.)

REDUCING NUMBERS

GAINING ITEMS DURING AN ENCOUNTER
Items Gained via Loot tokens are Gained by the Adventurer that activated
the Loot token. Similarly, Items Gained by drawing the Monster Loot
or Unique Loot cards are Gained by the Adventurer that Defeated the
opponent.
If the party Gains an Item via an Achievement or other Special Encounter
Rule (or if it is not explicitly clear which player Gains an Item, the players
may choose who Gains the Item.
If its ambiguous as to what Adventurer would normally Gain the Item, the
players may choose which Adventurer Gains the Item.
If an Adventurer has no room for an Item that they have Gained, they may
either Discard an Item in their Pack to make room, Discard the Item itself,
or move the Item to the Party Stash.
Any time an Adventurer Gains an Item from another Adventurer or from a
Reward, they may Immediately re-equip their own Items as though they
had taken a free Re-Equip Action.

SIMULTANEOUS ABILITIES
Anytime two or more abilities would occur at the same time and the order
in which they resolve is important, players should always resolve the
abilities in the order in which is the most beneficial to the figure currently
taking the turn.

ROUNDING NUMBERS

OPPONENTS AND ALLIES

Anytime you must cut a number in half, you always round up to the
nearest whole number. This could be Damage, Gold, or any other number
in the game.

Adventurers and Combatants have allies and opponents and depending
on the figure, these opponents and al Iies can change. A figure's opponent
is any figure with an opposing goal. A figure's ally is any figure that shares
the same goal and has no reason to hinder them in achieving their goal.

EFFECT & ABILITY TOKEN LIMITATIONS

Whenever the term "ally" and "allies" is used during an Action or Ability,
it is also referring to the figure using that Action or Ability. When an
Action or Ability says "other" or "another" ally, it is referring to any allied
figure besides the one using that Action or Ability.

PLANK TOKENS

Some Items in Middara can place a Plank token onto the board. These tokens
count as Normal Terrain and replace all Terrain types except Obstructing
Terrain. When placing a Plank token onto the board, the player may choose
any size of Plank token available.

An Adventurer may not have more than 1 of any given type of Effect
Token. This means that you can have both Barrier and Haste, but you
cannot have Barrier or Haste twice.
The I imitation on Ability Tokens changes depending on the Ability Token
in question. If an Ability Token doesn't specify a Iimit here, on the token,
or in the back of this Rulebook, there is no limit to how many tokens a
figure may have.
•

Dodge: Limit 3.

•

Intervention: Limit 1.

•

Vow: Limit 5.

SUMMONING
FAMILIARS
Familiar is a unique Discipline in ASSEMBLAGE that allows an Adventurer to summon and maintain a small creature called a Familiar. Familiars give
Adventurers a constant benefit. Once chosen, a Fam ii iar cannot be changed until the end of the Crawl Scenario or Adventure. If playing the Epic
Dungeon Crawl, do not change your Fam ii iar until you complete the last Scenario.

TRISTRAM SPIRIT
FAMlUAR

*

EmD

+2 PHYSICAL DMG

When you deal Damage
to an opponent, HEAl 1.

am

DODGE and Gain + 1 SP.

CONDUCTION SUMMONING
The Conduction Summoning Discipline allows an Adventurer to
physically change their body into another creature. This grants the
Adventurer access to many varied Abi I ities.
When Conduction Summoning is used, the Adventurer's figure is replaced
with a Command Combatant with the CONDUIT Tag. The chosen
CONDUIT must have a LVL equal to or lower than the Adventurer's highest
level ASSEMBLAGE Discipline.
Once the Ability has been used, set aside the Adventurer card and
replace it with the CONDUIT Command Combatant card of the player's
choosing (meeting LVL requirements). Now, only the CONDUIT Command
Combatant card may be used when taking Actions, using Abilities, or
making Skill Checks.
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NATURAL FUGHT

Rrmi is giftrd with wings that allow her to fly.

Mak~ a MOVE. Remi has FLIGHT for the

duration of th is movement.

Any, Effect or Ability tokens that were on the Adventurer carry over. The
Conduction Summoning Discipline carries over as well and may be used
to switch back into the Adventurer. However, all other Disciplines that
the Adventurer has learned are temporarily lost until they return to their
original form.
The Adventurer keeps all Damage tokens they had before using
Conduction Summoning, and retain their Adventurer's maximum HP,
including any bonuses to maximum HP from Items and Disciplines.
If an Adventurer is Defeated while under the effects of Conduction
Summoning, they are Defeated as normal.

#'IMPORTANT: The Adventurer's Initiative card does not change
when using Conduction Summoning. Instead, they will continue to use
their original card.

ESPERS
•-ir

4

An Adventurer can use the Summoning Discipline to Spawn a LOYAL
ESPER Command Combatant to fight with them. Depending on a
summoner's LVL, they may summon a wider selection of LOYAL ESPERS.
An Adventurer may only summon a LOYAL ESPER whose LVL is equal to or
lower than their highest level ASSEMBLAGE Discipline.

<Elipl\ie

VISCERA ARIMID

LOYAL ESPERS have a COST listed on their Command Combatant card.
This is the amount of Summoner tokens it costs to Spawn that ESPER.
These tokens may only be spent when paying the cost of Spawning an
ESPER. On top of just simply Discarding the tokens to use them, the
Adventurer must also spend 1 SP for each Summoner token Discarded.
Once summoned, the LOYAL ESPER is placed on the board within the
summoner's Sphere of Influence (SOI) and their Initiative card is added to
the back of Initiative Track.
LOYAL ESPERS come into play with 3 SP. During their 1st turn, they do not
Gain SP, but thereafter they Gain SP as normal. If Defeated, LOYAL ESPERS

are removed from the game board like any other Combatant.
Uni ike Ability tokens, LOYAL ESPERS do not persist between Encounters.
When a LOYAL ESPER Gains any Item, the Adventurer who summoned
them Gains the Item instead.
An Adventurer may not attempt to summon a LOYAL ESPER that is already
on the board.
Note: Some LOYAL ESPERS have more than 1 figure. When summoning,
place all figures represented by the LOYAL ESPER Combatant card on

C!)

the board.
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EXALTED ESPERS
Assemblage contains a second type of Esper called an EXALTED ESPER. These powerful god-like entities will manifest to help the Summoner in a
spectacular fashion before vanishing. The Exalted Summoning Discipline allows an Adventurer to summon an EXALTED ESPER. When used, a player
chooses an EXALTED ESPER and uses its printed Abi I ity. The figure using the Abi Iity is the source of the SOI I isted on the card.

Each ally within SOI rolls the BLACK

G).

For each ■ Gain Haste, Barrier, or Courage.
Each opponent within SOI rolls the BLACK

6).

For each ■ Inflict Wilt, Darkness, or Paralyze.

j\bimelech_
[XALT[U [Sl'Ht
All opponents within SOI are dealt a TEAL -►- of Magic
Damage. Then, you HEAL equal to the amount

of Damage dealt.
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Abraxis Battle Dice is a mini-game that players can take part in during the
Adventure Mode. It uses Abraxis cards, the custom dice, Damage tokens,
and SP tokens.

For each extra or missing Symbol on an Adventurer's Locked In dice,
they lose 1 Abraxis Point. Through the course of these 5 Rounds, if an
Adventurer loses al I of their Abraxis Points, they are out of the game.

Each Adventurer gets 4 dice: Give one Adventurer the WHITE 6) and
PURPLE O dice, another the TEAL
and ORANGE O dice, another the
GREEN 6) and RED O dice, and another the BLUE . and GREY O dice.
Each player also starts with 10 Abraxis Points and 5 Fate tokens. These
may be tracked with Damage tokens and SP tokens respectively.

If an Adventurer matches the Abraxis card's Symbols exactly, they Gain 1
Abraxi s Point.

The game takes place through a series of 5 Rounds. The goal of each
Round is for Adventurers to roll their dice and have the Symbols on all 4
of their dice match the Symbols printed on the bottom of the Abraxis card
they are facing as closely as possible.

3. END OF ROUND:
After losing or gaining Abraxis points, the Round ends. The game
continues for a total of 5 Rounds. After the end of the fifth Round,
rewards will be Gained based on how many Adventurers are still in the
game after all 5 Rounds. These rewards are detailed in the Adventure
Book on the page with the corresponding Abraxis Card Encounter.

At the end of each Round, if an Adventurer fails to match the Symbols on
the Abraxis card, they lose Abraxis Points. When an Adventurer loses all
their Abraxis Points, they are out of the game.
If Adventurers can match their Symbols well enough to survive these 5
rounds, they'll be rewarded.

1. ROLL FOR SYMBOLS:
Each Round, Adventurers wil I simultaneously rol I all 4 of their dice and
must Lock In the result of 1 die.
When dice are Locked In, this means that the Adventurer is satisfied with
the result of that die and has set it aside to be tal I ied against the Abraxis
card's Symbols at the end of the Round. Al I dice that are Locked In wil I
not be rolled again.
If an Adventurer would like to Lock In the result of more than 1 die, they
may spend 1 of their 5 Fate tokens. For each Fate token they spend, they
may Lock In an extra die.

r .
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If an Adventurer does not want to Lock In any of the dice they rolled,
they may spend 1 Fate token to skip Locking In any of their dice.
Once all Adventurers have decided which dice to Lock In, or after
they've decided to not Lock In any by spending one of their 5 Fate
tokens, they will then simultaneously roll all of their remaining (nonLocked In) dice.
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After rolling a second time, Adventurers will again decide which single
die they would like to Lock In. Fate tokens may be spent the same way as
before, to either Lock In more than 1 die, or not Lock In any.
Once again, after all Adventurers have decided which dice they are
Locking In, they will simultaneously roll their remaining dice.
This process continues until at least 1 Adventurer has Locked In all 4 of
their dice. Without spending any Fate Tokens, this will naturally happen
at the end of the fourth simultaneous roll. If an Adventurer spent Fate
Tokens to Lock In more than 1 Die, it could happen sooner.
At the end of a simultaneous roll, after all players have chosen which
dice to Locked In and spent Fate tokens, if at least 1 Adventurer has
Locked In all 4 of their dice, all other Adventurers with any non-Locked
In remaining dice get 1 more roll and must Lock In all dice from this final
roll. No Fate tokens may be spent on this final roll.

2. COMPARE SYMBOLS:
Now that all Adventurers have Locked In all 4 dice, they will each
compare the Symbols on the dice they've Locked In to the Symbols

inted on the bottom of the f.\braxis card.

NAME
The name of the Abraxis Card.

SPECIAL RULES
Any Special Rules that augment the Abraxis Rules are
found here.

ABRAXIS CARD SYMBOLS
Each Abraxis Card has a list of Symbols. Players try to
match these Symbols when using this card.
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NO PLAYER ELIMINATION

DIFFICULTY TwEAKS

Middara was designed in such a way that player elimination is an
essential part of the game balance. For those who would prefer to remove
it, we've provided a way to do so while still providing an experience
close to the one we intended.

Middara was designed to provide a cha I lengi ng experience for al I types
of players. However, some people may find the game too hard. The
fol lowing are ways to modify the difficulty of the game.

Normally, the only two ways players can Lose Encounters in Middara
are A: All Adventurers in the Encounter are Defeated, or B: Via a Special
Encounter Rule.

Hard Mode: Use any or all of these rules for a harder experience.
•

To remove player elimination, use the following rules:
Anytime an Adventurer is Defeated, do the following:
•

Remove their figure from the game board and place it on their
Initiative card.

•

Remove all Ability and Effect tokens from their card.

•

Add an Urgency token to the end of the Initiative Track.

•

Active Combatants: This rule replaces using the BLACK Oto spawn
figures as per the rules on Pg. 19. Instead, Whenever a Combatant
Spawns, place its Initiative Card directly after the Initiative Card
of the figure who's currently taking their turn. If the current turn is
ambiguous, place the Initiative Card at the end of the Initiative Track
instead. If the figure's Initiative Card is already on the table, the figure
will take its turn the next time its Initiative Card would normally
dictate that its turn begins.
Unpredictable Combat: At the start of every round, shuffle the

Initiative Track.

On the Defeated Adventurer's next turn, do the following:

Easy Mode: Use any or all of these rules for an easier experience.

•

Place the Adventurer on an unoccupied space within an ally's SOI.

•

•

Remove al I but 9 Damage tokens from their card.

Favorable Conditions: When an Intel I igent Combatant opposed to the
Adventures is faced with multiple options during their turn, make the
decision based on what's the least detrimental to the Adventurers.

•

The returned Adventurer takes their turn as normal, Gaining Stamina
Points (SP) and following al I other steps as if they had not been
Defeated.

•

Reconnaissance: During the Setup of an Encounter, place the
Adventurers in the Starting Zone after dealing out the Initiative Track.

•

XP Leniency: If players wish to Re-Spec, their first Re-Spec is free.

This Variant will make the game harder. To tweak the difficulty, change
the amount of Urgency Tokens required to lose an Encounter.
•

5 Urgency Tokens: Easy

•

4 Urgency Tokens: Normal

•

3 Urgency Tokens: Hard

RE-SPECING AN ADVENTURER
Occasionally, players will realize that a different Discipline will work
better for their Adventurer or they may simply want to try going a different
direction with how an Adventurer functions.
If a player would like to change the Disciplines their Adventurer has
learned, they may do so any time they Shop and Train by spending 1 XP.
This causes them to lose all their Disciplines (excluding Story Disciplines)
and Gain back XP equal to the cost of the Disciplines they lost (including
the additional cost of Disciplines of the same LVL). This may be done as
many times as a player wishes and the cost does not increase.
#'IMPORTANT: Adventurers can only Gain a limited amount of XP

throughout the game so be mindful of how it is spent.

5TH PLAYER
Group size may vary between players and while Middara does not
natively support 5 players, players may choose to play with 5 people
anyway.
The main reason Middara does not natively support 5 players is because
at the beginning of the Story, there are only 4 characters available to play.
A 5th player, therefore, would have to wait until another Adventurer joins
the party. That would create too much downtime for one of the players.
However, if you happen to have access to another Adventurer from
another Middara product and are okay with the narrative dissonance of
a never-mentioned party member, you may play the game with 5 players
using the following rules:
•

The 5th Adventurer starts each Encounter adjacent to the Starting
Zone listed in the Encounter Setup.

•

The maximum HP for all the Adventurer's opponents is increased by
50%. For Example, a Cave Sickle would have 9 maximum HP and an
Earth Loa would have 21 maximum HP.

This is not the recommended way to play Middara as it will likely make
for a much easier experience and increase down time.

2 AND 3 PLAYERS
Due to the amount of changes that have to occur when playing the 2
and 3 player variants of Middara we've included the rules for that mode
online at SuccubusPublishing.com.
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Table 3: NEGATIVE EFFECTS
TOKEN

Table 4: POSITIVE EFFECTS
TOKEN

EFFECT/DESCRIPTION

Roll a BLACK
If the result is

■

EFFECT/DESCRIPTION

0.

f

+1 0 Armor.

,you are Defeated.

+ PASSIVE

C3i4iilil
-1

0

Defense and
you may not DODGE.

I

When making an ATK,
or ■ add +1 Damage.
KDISCARD this Effect if you
miss an Attack.
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Mlitiiilil
You may not have Positive Effects. You
may not remove Damage tokens or
other Effect tokens.

C3i4iilil
You may not take Actions or use
Abilities. KDISCARD this token at the
end of your next turn. Discarding this
token cannot be prevented.
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You are dealt IRREDUCIBLE DMG equal
to half your remaining HP.

Table 5: ABILITY TOKENS
TOKEN

EFFECT/DESCRIPTION

0

>CDISCARD

DODGE

(Limit 3)

>CDISCARD

Spend 1 SP and a figure within SOI
HEALS 6.

When determining Damage on an
Attack made against you, roll the
BLACK 0. For each. rolled add +1
IRREDUCIBLE DMG.

>CDISCARD

You may re-roll all dice you just rolled.
(Limit 1)

>CDISCARD

When you deal Damage, deal +2
Damage of the same type.
(Limit 5)

>CDISCARD

•
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Spend 1 SP and Gain 1 towards a
LOYAL ESPER'S COST.

Table 6: STEPS FOR MAKING AN ATTACK

Table 8: STEPS FOR CASTING A SPELL

CHOOSE THE TARGET: Select a single figure within Range as the
target.

CHOOSE THE TARGET: Select a single figure within SOI as the
target.

BUILD YOUR COMBAT DICE POOL: The Attacker uses dice
printed on their weapon. 1-Handed Weapons have a single
Combat Die printed on them. 2-Handed Weapons have a pair of
Combat Dice printed on them.

DETERMINE THE FORCE VALUE OF THE SPELL

CHOOSE TO EMPOWER YOUR DICE POOL: The Adventurer or
Command Combatant may choose to spend 1 SP to EMPOWER
the Attack.
CHECK IF THE TARGET USES DODGE: If the target is an
Adventurer or Command Combatant they may choose to spend
1 SP to DODGE.
ROLL TO HIT
a. Make an Attack Roll

a. Build Force Pool: A Force Pool consists of a figure's printed Casting
Die or Upgrade.
b. Empower: The Adventurer or Command Combatant may choose
to spend 1 SP to EMPOWER the SPELL.
c. Roll to Determine your Force: Finally, the figure Casting the SPELL
rolls their Casting die and Empower Die if applicable, and adds
the printed X value on the Spel I to the result.
THE TARGET MAKES A CONVICTION CHECK: The target figure
rolls the Conviction dice printed on their card using any applicable
upgrades.

b. Spend Symbols and use Abilities to add TO THE ATK ROLL.
c. Determine if you Hit: If the Attack misses, immediately
continue to the "Check if the Target Counters" step Pg. 43.

Table 9: STANDARD ACTIONS
ACTION

SP COST

DETERMINE DAMAGE
a. Calculate the difference by which the Attack hit
b. Spend Symbols and Use Abilities that add Damage

Move

c. Subtract Armor
d. Calculate and Deal Final Damage
e. Check if the target Counters

Attack
MISSED ATTACKS END

Encounter
Action

Table 7: TERRAIN TYPES
SYMBOL

EFFECT/DESCRIPTION

NORMAL: No special effects. Can be replaced by all Terrain
types.
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HINDERING: Attacks made through or into Hindering get -1
TO THE ATK ROLL. It costs 2
Movement Points to leave a
Hindering space. May replace Normal Terrain.
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Move up to your maximum Movement Value. For
each additional SP spent,
add 2 to your Movement Value.
Important: Adventurers are limited to 1 Move
Action per turn.

Make an Attack against target figure using your
equipped Weapon(s) Combat Dice.
Encounter Actions are Encounter specific Actions
that an Adventurer may take. This also includes
activating Loot tokens. Encounter Actions cost 1
SP.
Equip or un-equip any Items in your Pack or on
your Adventurer. Items in your Pack stay Flipped
or Exhausted until they would normally be UnExhausted or Un-Flipped. You may also take Items
and Companions from an adjacent Adventurer,
but you may never give Items or Companions to
other Adventurers. Any amount of equippinglunequippin takin is allowed for 1 SP.

·-Table 10: STANDARD ABILITIES
ACTION
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OBSTRUCTING: Blocks al I Line of Sight. Obstructing Terrain
is not considered a space. May replace all Non-Dangerous
Terrain.

Re-Equip

•
•
•
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DESCRIPTION

WATER: Figures in Water may not Dodge. It costs 2
Movement Points to leave Water. May replace Normal,
Hindering, and Muck Terrain. Water tokens placed never have
a current.

DODGE

DANGEROUS: Figures that end a turn in, end their movement
in, or leave a Dangerous space are Defeated. May replace all
Non-Obstructing Terrain.

COUNTER

SP COST

••

MUCK: Figures in Muck must spend an additional SP on
Actions/Abilities. May replace Normal and Hindering Terrain .
SPECIAL: See Special Encounter Rules.
EMPOWER

•

DESCRIPTION

During the Dodge step of an Attack, roll the
BLACK
For each. rolled, the Adventurer
adds+ 1 to their Defense. If the
is rolled, no
additional Defense is added.

O.
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If an Adventurer is Attacked and the Attack
deals no Final Damage, they may make an
Attack against their Attacker.
When building your Combat Dice Pool during
an Attack or when determining the Force of a
SPELL, you may spend 1 additional SP to add
the BLACK 0 .
If the
is rolled during an Attack, the Attack
automatically misses. If the
is rolled during
a Spell, the Spell automatically fails to affect
the target. Immediately deal 3 MAGIC DMG to
the caster, and end the Spell Action.
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